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• OF HANDSOME CERE-
MONIAL,
MISS DAVIS UNITED TO
MR. EDWARD RRINGHURST
Tav WOMAN'S CLUB MEETS
TOMORROW, AFTERNOON
c csassaart no oats.
Arrangements About Compleaa. fee
the junior League Entertaht-
rnent Friday at Parish
House.
One of the most elaborate weddings
%er taking place in the city of Padu-
cah was that of last evening at the
Broadway Athodist church, when
Miss Martha Stewart Davis and Mr.
'Edward Hiding 13ringhurst were unit-
ed in holy wedlock in the presence
of a fashionable assemblage that
crowded the audStotium and Sunday
school room of this spacions edifice.
•The church was beautifully decorat-
ed, southern smilax drooping from
the chandeliers, and also above the
doors dividing the auditorium from
the 4t144:13)" school quarters The
handsome pipe organ as a bower of
Ii•Anty covered completely with arias-
." -Corny arranged siratax. while the
et was an embankineut (ems
"palms. 
The charming bride entered the
chttrch leaning upon the arm of her
tirother. Mr. Frank Day,', while the
iiiaid honor was Miss Elizabeth
siutont. with Mr. Vernon Blythe,
Mks. joists W. Scott, Mrs Henry
ody sod Mrs. Win. Beaten. the lat-
ter odaetiver, Cob., the matrons of
honor. The bridesmaids were Misses
Mary Scott and Kathleen Whitcfield.
The best man was Mr. Edward
scoth cousiti of the groom. while the
srooimitnen were MelISTS. I It lirwa -
ell., Louis Rieke, Jr., Edwin J. Pax-
ton, Wallsle Weil, David Koger and
Charles Aifiott.
A MradaWApp design formed a I
beautiful gown for the strikingly
handsome bride, it being of imported
white chifon and lace, with bridal
vtil. The maid of honor wore a
white crepe de chine with pink roves,
while silver leaves and pink roses
v. reathed into her hair. Pink point
ilhsprit over pink silk, with wreaths
o similarly colored flowers adored
the matrons of honor and brides-
maids. Pink carnations were carried
by all—quite appropriate, as Tuesday
was the anniversary of the birth of
President liftKinley, whose favorite
flower was the cornation.
After the ceremony which occurred
at g o'clock and was offieiated over by
key. W. T. Bolling, D. D., the newly
rusiried pair and their friends were
entertained with an elaborate recep-
tion by the bride's grandmother, Mrs.
J. H. Fowler, at her residence on
Kentucky avenue. The home was a
dream of floral arrangements consist-
ing of ferns, palms and pink carna-
tions. Large munbers called to pay
their congratulations to the happy
pair who left this morning for a
aouthent to, that will include a
sojourn in Cuba
The contracting parties arc among
the city's most prominent young peo-
ple, and they share in the hearty
uialles of all tor a happy martial
carter. One of the city's dashing so-
ctety belles, the young bride has
swayed with exceeding populaSity
since making tier debut several years
ago. Endowed with art abundance of
beauty, possessed of iuteltectuality of
a high order, and blessed with sweet
and a mirable traits or character. she
is a Paducah girl or. whom all arc
proud. She is the only daughter of
Mrs. Mildred Fowler Davis, of Ken-
tucky avenue
As a rising and sterling young
business man, the groom stands well
%alai all in the community, and i,
regarded as one of the coming young
commercial mtn of Paducah. He is
ticznor member of the George Rock
shoe firm and a genial and soeiable
young man of fine characteristics.
Parish Howe Play.
The Junior Guild of the Grace
Episcopal church is making arrange-
ments for its entertainment to be
even Friday evening at the parish
Cautioned as Page Five.
V. OWEN RESCUED BOY
FROM WATERY GRAVE
LITTLE C:LAUDE NICHOLS HAD GONE THROUGH THE ICEAND WAS RAPIDLY SUCCUMBING WHEN THE MINISTERWHO WAS ATTRACTED BY THE SCREAMS FOR HELP,DASHED DOWN, AND THROWING OUT A LONG PLANK.WALKED OUT AND PULLED THE LITTLE FELLOW FROMTHE WATER IN WHICH HE FLOUNDERED TWENTYFEET FROM BANK—ESCAPE WAS A NARROW ONE IN-DEED
While iinietly following his noble
(anti; of saving souls. Rev. T. J.
Owen. of this city, does not let an
'opportunity pass to do good in other
respects, and especially when it comes
to saving lives. as Little Claude
Nteltols, of near West Tennessee
street, owes his life to the good min-
ister who saved the chap from drown-
ing yesterday afternoon about 3t o'clock in thebackwater, just off from
Miaore's sgrociery in that vicinity.
4 6 The divine pullet) the Tittle fellow out
of l'he 'inter add putting him in a
bogey :drove the boy to his home
abhut ton bledlia 'distant.. so high that the
water backs tbrough Island creek and
Ortvi4vcteeki44ssia-4lin! deep hoHows
Oht -*boat West Ten-
e street, beyond the railroad
tiiieistr. irk* cold weather has frozen
the ,vasaat into ice thick enough for
children to skate on it
Yesterday afternoon the Nichols
boy, who is thirteen years of age,was out skating around and enjoying
himself, when suddenly the ice broke
antVulittneatft: it lie shot. Coming
tr tte attrface he began screaming for
4 asilatthee. and fortunately Rev. Oven
was passing tip ru the adjacent hill
in his buggy. Hearing the cries for
help the minister quickly swered his
faitlkfuSoldhorse, and heading for the
I:seta-Meru breakneck speed, dashed• I towards where the frantic boy was
-trying to save himself. Getting as
far as .be conld in the buggy Rev.
Owen4 leaped fro mit and ran as
• rapidly as possible to edge of the
-crteli. The Weather has moderated
so far the past day or two that the
ice was welted considerably. and
•12.SA. Owen says i• - would not do fis-
Itina!out oat it. Ife took his flitch
rehtSond threw it out ,to where the
boy *as floundering around about
twenty feet from hank, but this did
1,9 goo!. Espying a long plank lying
nt
It
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KEEP SLAUGHTER PENS
OUTSIDE THE CITY
BOARD OF HEALTH WILL SEE THAT ORDINANCE IS UP-HELD, WHERE THESE PENS ARE PROHIBITED FROM' OPERATING INSIDE THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATE LIMITS—HEALTH OFFICIALS REF USE TO LET COOPER ANDBERNARD SET THEIR MILK INSIDE CITY UNTIL DAIRYBARN AND YARDS ARE IMPROVED—MATTER REFERREDTO COUNTY HEALTH OFF! CER.
•
Things are getting quite vigorous
and active between the board of
health of this city, and the butchers
who have slaughter houses inside the
municipal corporate laoundaties, as
the health body is determined all
slaughter houses will have to be
moved out of town, while the butch-
ers claim they cannot be compelled to
make this removal. Monday night
the board held a meeting at the city
hall and and had present all the
butchers with slaughter pens innide
town, and the latter's lawyers Ross
and Crice. A several hour's confer-
ence was held, the health members in-
sisting that the butchers obey the
ordinance adopted many years ago by
the city legislative authorities, order-
ing that no butcher or salughter pen
be maintained inside the city limits,
without the butcher first secured a
permit from the general council The
butchers claim this ordinance is not
legal and valid, and after talking the
question over at length Monday
night, the board of health adjourned
Ito meet the second Monday night in
, February, when the proposition will
again be taken up, and probably at
i that gathering the health body will
'
direct that warrants be gotten out
against the butchers will continue
operatiqg the slaughter pens in town.
The health body will also request the
council not to grant permits to any
butcher to maintain his pen within
the corporate boundaries.
There are four or five inside the
nearby the preacher quickly thriw itout across the icc, then hurriedly
walking out grabbed the boy who waspulled safely from the water just ashe was about to sink for the lasttime from fatigue.
The boy, after the ice caved in,would try to get out, but each timethe ice at edge of the hole wouldbreak and pitch 'him back into thedeep water He was nearly ready togive up when rescued by the preacherwho quickly shoved the chap intohis buggy and rapidly carried him'home where he was rubbed andwarmed to prevent contracting pneu-monia.
It was fortune lhat paved the boy'slife. Rev. Owen had started out thatway to see a gentleman, and the lat-ter not being at home, the ministercould not turn his buggy in the nar-row street, so decided to drive furtherout where - the thoroughfsge waswider, and lie could turn. It waa atthe turning point that the screams at-tracted his attention and resulted inthe boy's life being saved.
Boaz Administratrix,
R. C. Boaz qualified as adminis-tratrix of the J. C. Boaz estate be-fore the county court yesterday.
Property Sold.
Helen Westlake transferred toHoak Sebastian for $1 and other con-siderations, property on West Ken-tucky, between Tenth and Eleventhstreets. 1' he deed was filed for rec-ord with' the county clerk yesterday.Isharn Harvey bought from FelixG. Rudolph for $6so property on thePaducah and North Ballard road.
, Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued the following mar-riage licetifics 'yesterday; Leal Pettit
and Gertrude Reitz, legal age, both
of-the Walter Powgwill, aged30. and Sarah Griffith, aged 35, ofGrantsburg, III.
r.
inor more than Poo.
City .now, and the odor and stencil
arising from them is very unhealthy,
and seriously, objected to by people
living around them. The beard of
health believe; ,it best for the com-
munity to put every slaughtering pen
outside the city, and have looked up
this old -ordinance which has never
been abided by, but which they will
see that is enforced hereafter. The
lawast;s for the butchers do nut be-
here the measure will stand a test
in the courts, and prospects are they
will fight the -matter out with the
beard of health.
Monday night the board of health
issued erde,rs prohibiting Dairymen
Cooper and Bernard from selling any
of their milk inside this city, until the
dairy barn and wards are cleaned up,
and a suspected cow gotten rid of.
President C. H. brothers of the
board says the barn and yards are in
a very filthy condition, while the
cows are not properly looked after,
according to the ideas of the board
of health, which also claims one of
the cows at the dairy is not healthy.
The dairy is out at the old Hinton
place, beyond Rowlandtown on the
Cairo Pike, and being outside the city
limits, all the city board of health
coeld do was to prevent sale of the
l milk inside town. President Brothers
yesterday served notice of the alleged
condition of the dairy on Dr. Phil
Steaart, the health officer for the
county, and the. latter will today start
an investigation into the matter.
AFTER THE
TAXOODSERS
MISSOURI. TRUE TO TRADI-
TIONS habsT BE
SHOWN
Bill To Give Sncs to Prosecutor
and the Convicting
Witness.
Jefferson City. Mo., Jan 27 —›-n-
ator Dowell, of Lewis. introduced the
most drastic measure in the senate
this afternoon against taxelogers that
was ever presented to a legislature
of Missouri
It provides for the collection of
penalties on taxable property not
listed with the assessor to half of
the property itself, giving the prose-
cuting official 25 per cent and the con-
vieting witness a like amount.
This bill seems to reach out in all
directions for those who arc in the
habit of dodging taxes on personal
property by having such property
transferred to some other locality or
held by some one else.
The penalty and reward provided
for coavicting witnesses is undoubt-
edly intended to bring about a sys-
tem of one person knowing another's
business that will result in making
life a heavy burden in this state to
taxdolgers, be they individuals, firms,
copartnerships or corporations.
In addition to a convicted tax-
dodger losing 'half of his property not
listed, he would, also be subject to a
fine of from $too to $500.
The bill contains but two sections,
as follows:
Section t. Any person. copartner-
ship or corporation who shall, for the
purpose of avoiding assessment and
taxation, loan money in the name of
a nonresident of this state, or in the
name of a fictious person, or have
any person', gopartnership or cor-
poration, loan money in name of such
person, copartnership, corporation or
fictious person, or who shall remove
any personal property from this state
for the purpose of avoiding assess-
ment and taxation, or any petson, co-
partnership or corporation failing to
give to the assessor when making his
assessment a correct list of sall per-
sonal property owned by such person,
copartnership or corporation as re-
quired by law. whether in the name
of such person, copartnership or cor-
poration, or held for him, them or it
by some other person, copartnership
or corporation, upon conviction shall







'AL IS AFTER N.. C.
'AND ST. L. ROAD.
alaniassares.
Superintendent Hills Knows Nothing
of the Reported Deal Which






• Owingsville, Ky., Jan. 29.—J.
W. Clarke, near this town, has▪ been years establishing the
• largest nursery in Eastern Ken-s tuck)', and since the snow,4ell
• rabbits have almost destroyed
• it, twenty thousand apple trees
• in one lot being almost ruined
• while other trees and raspberry
s bushes also were destroyed.
• The loss is over $3,000. Clark's
• neighbors killed it8 rabbits in
s one afternoon with (-Into:.
• 4
Rumor, from over the country an-
nounce that there is something doing
regarding the Illinois Central railroad
negotiating dor the N., C. and St.
railroad branch which runs film
Fliducali to Memphis. Notliag is
known of the deal at the office of
Superintendent Hills in this city.
A dispatch from Memphis says:
"Ifentphis, Tenn.. Jar. 29.—Con.
siderable speculation .•- rife over the
rumor that the Illy..ns Central rail-
road company has purchased the
PaducaloMemphia line of the Nash-
ville, tShattanooga and St. Louis rail-
way. This rumor following upon the
heels of the switching arrangements
which have been perfected between
the Louisville &Nashville railway and
the Illinois Central company has
given rise to speculation that the
Harriman interests are figuring on
securing control of the Louisville and
Naahville and Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis properties.
Letal officials of the Illinois Central
Lcipisville and Nashville and Nash-
ville, Chattanooga and St. Louis corn-
paqies deny any knowledge of these









VALUABLE, MI AND MONEY
COMPLAINT MADE AlSOUT




Mr. Frank Murray, the linotypc
operator, leaves today for Ilelna,
Ark., to locate.
—Foreman G. C. Hemming, of the
Wester.' Union telegraph company
line forces, arrived Monday from
Chicago with sixteen linemen, who
will lay a cable underneath the Ohio
river from Isere to Brookport, Ill., to
care for the three new wires the tele-
grap: - company will extend from here
to St. Louis.
It is understood that II. C. Rhodes
will be the new president of the
commercial club; W. P. Hummel,
first. vice president, and Sol C. Dry-
us second vice president. The elec-
tion will be held Friday.
—The police are working on a ease
in which it is reported that some man
assaulted a girl in Mechanicsburg
Sunday night by knocking her in the
head with a poker, fracturing the
skull.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. F. McNeil, of
:120 Ma-.!ison, have a new bby baby.
Mr Isadore Klein yesterday left
Riverside hospital, where he 'has been
confined with illness.
—The Olive camp of the Woodmen
of the World is preparing to inaugur-
ate a membership contest by dviding
the lodge into sides and seeing-which
can get the most affiliates..
—Mr. C. F. Akers of the I. C.
shops has received word that Monday
his uncle, Mr. Thomas Akers. died
at Hot Springs, Ark. He was 66 years
of age.
. —Colonel Dick Allen, of the cou
ty, is preparing to lay before
county court a petition from
seastierg graveled the road
groat abs Cancoad.
zlic Ifinkieville road to the Cairo road.—Mr and Mrs. Ahrin C. Atkins, ofCordele. G3., hays a new boy
They formerly resided here. s.
Atkins being a daughter of the late
Colonel James Long
RIVER FALLING.
!Slight Decline Shown on the Guage
Here This Morning Early.
Sec. 2. In all prosecutions for the
violation of section x of this act, the
judge or jury trying the case shall
find the amount, if any, of the per-
sonal property not listed by the de-
fendant, as required by section t of
this act, and the courts shall assess
as costs a stun equal to 25 per cent
of the amount the defendant failed to
list for assessment as a fee for thc
prosecuting attorney, and a like
amount for the prosecuting witness,
if there be one.
Sevcral days ago Senator Dowell
introduced a companion piece of leg-
islaaion to the measure just quoted.
It provides for the listing of all
moneys and obligations under a new
nod. ,
The bank or other place where
money is loept must be designated,
l
and a full description must be given
or notes; mortgages, etc., to the end
that no difficulty might be. encoun-
tered in locating the same, should
the same be deemed advieable., -
The river this morning showed that
it had fallen two-tenths of a foot since
yesterday morning, the guage reading
45.5 and slowly declining in a barely
noticeable :manner. The rivermcn be-
lieve it will continue to fall now as
the indications are not for rain at
the present. Yesterday's reports

















Board of Public Works Does Not
Assemble Until Next Tuesday.
The beard of public works does not
meet this afternoon in weekly session
because last Wednesday the members
decided to hold sessions thereafter
on the first and third Tuesdays of
each roontle therefore it will be next
Tuesday before the body meets to
transact bushiess.
The board has had the street force
out for the past few days clearing
away the ice and snow on the pave-
ments, streets and in gutters.
SNOWBALLS; CONTAIN-
ING ROCKS.
Lookout Being Kept for Raft of Sev.
eral Hundred Ties Floating This
Way Prom Tennessee.
.kiiher purse pblng occurred
last evening, the vietiñt in this being
:a woman while the culprit Wait a
negro, the deed being perpetrated at
the mouth of 4Ira 411ey opening on
South Seventh street between Wash-
ington and Kientuelky Avenue, beside
where the Winiott•WWMkhir tom
;'arty was located before moving. The
woman losing the purse was Mrs. R.*
iiolph Kittinger, of/VINOW between -
Ninth and Tenth streets, who was
Iaccompanied at the time, by her little f
child and colored nurse girl.
Mrs. Kittingcr was en route .nie
eventh street going towards home
shortly after 6 o'clock, after a visit
to the business portion of the city.
Is she, the child and nurse lot woe
passing the month of the alley. a
burley negro rushed oat, grabbed
3Irs. Kittiuger by the back of the
neck and roughly asking . what the
had in her hand grabbed it aid quick-
ly darting up Seventh, disappeared
in Kentucky avenue. the badly
fr:etttened woman and others rushed
into the Iverson & Wallace drug store
in the Winstead bgildjag,
rer for protectlon'
them. She told .41Clers
occ and sever
Loyalty of the Banks.
Henderson, Ky.: Jan. au—The fight
between the tobacco growers and the
purchasing companies owned and
controlled by the Tobacco Trust
affords an example of the work thatcan ho done by a thorough organiza-
tion oi the farmers for. the purpose
of bring;na ate ut a better market for
their produce.
ietiafes
e then proceeded, on
child and girl.
grabbed by the darkey
23 cents in
"grahlIC slid a Iftie7+,'"
he same hand ,he was carrying
air of boy's leggings, and the ro'l
her got these in his grab also.
Mrs. Kitfinger described him to the
police as a black, smooth shaven dnr-
key of about 20 years of age, anti
medium sized.
This is the fourth purse snatching
in as many weeks, the thieves getting
away each time without detection.
4111
Jumped Off Train.
\tsdhiamhiloore waa arreate last
afternoon by Officer Aaron Hark on
a disorderly conduct charge.
warrant accuses him of jumping
and off an Illinoia Central railrert.
tsain
Drunk and Disorderly.
James Brooch was arrested by Of-
ficers Hill and Jones out about Ninth
and Washington streets on the aced-
satirnt of being drunk and disorderly.
Sugwball Throwers.
Complaint was made to Chief Cui-
lins yesterday that bad boys over the
city had been wing snowballs at
passing street* Inside the balls
the lads, it ft
li
ged. would place
rocks which would break the -glass
windows of the cars on striking them.
The chief instructed his men to keep
a close watch for these mischievous
boys and arrest the first one caught
throwing bail, of snow with rocksit de.
Look Out for Ties.
The police yesterday gol word front
Birmingham, 'Ky.: tit, 111V'Temressee
river, asking that a lookout be kept
for a raft of several hundred raikoa4
tics floating this way down that
szream. The inessage did not say
whether the ties were stolen or had'
broken loose from oftheir moorine.





Many admiring friends witnesseii
the marriage yesterday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock of Miss Maggie Reber
and Mr. Lonnie Englert at the St.
Francis de Sales church. Rev. Father
Jansen officiated and after the nuts.
tials the pair entertained with a re-
ception at the home of the bride's
parents, Arr. and Mrs. C. J. Reber of
917 Clark street.






















THE PRESIDENT DEFENDS HIS
JAPANESE AND BROWNS-
VILLE COURSE.
The Senator Makes Extended Reply
and Teddy Proposes Health of
His Ohio Adversary.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 29.—All
coons look alike to inc.—President
Roosevelt at Gridiron club's dinner.
Not only all coons, but all persons
look alike to me. The oath of a
United States senator is as sacred as
the oath of the president of the Unit-
ed States.—Senator Joseph B. For-
aker at the Gridiron club's dinner.
The discussion between President
Roosevelt and Senator J. B. Foraker
at the Gridiron club dinner Saturday
night that brought forth the above
remarks is being whisperingly re-
hearsed in Washington. The Grid-
iron club's dinners are not reported
for publication except officially—that
an account of the jokes at the ex-
pense of their distinguished guests
are prepared, censored and issued;
and the guests themselves may in a
seirit of jocularity utter all sorts of
statements that would be surpris-
ing to the country at large and find
no lineation ut these extravagances in
the press.
Invariably speeches made by pub-
lic men are broadly humorous and
obviously not intended for publica-
tion Not in years has a serious de-
bate occurred, and never before was
the president of the United States un-
pleasantly involved in the evening's
performance.
To add spice the guests were un-
usually interesting. In addition to
the president and Senator Foraker
aliere were present Nice President
Fairbanks, Speaker Cannon, J. Pier-
pent Morgan., H. H. Rogers. Secre-
taries Root, Tate, Straus and Wil-
son, and a score of Senators and
representatives.
ident, when called npon,
launched foriiiiesto a defense of his
administration. Ifte •tified his vs
rams so-called policies, especially in
slic Japanese and Brownsville matters.
de,:taxed that the senate ZiSCIM-
siiin of the Brownsville incident
.served no good purpose. could have
no result and was purely academic.
In this portion of his remarks he
lived the catch phrase of a popular
negro song: ..
"All Coons ire,: alike to me." He
discussed his attitude to the corpora-
tions and said it was well to have
them et-lifts-Med "while the conserve-
live _forces are in power." .
Most oi the criticism of his admin-
istration was based on a desire to
make p( litical capital. he said.
The president was extremely strew
slow in a vocal and geeticulatory nay
and entirely serious.
Senator Foraker, not on the pro-
*Tarn. was asked by the chairman
of the dinner for his reply.
If the president was serious. Sen-
ator Foraker was more so. He spoke
long and impressively. He said the
president would discover that the
Brownsville discussion was not pure-
ly academic, that it had a significance
that would be realized and a result
that would be recorded. He (the
senator) intended to express his opin-
ion on the floor of the senate. ignor-
ing dictation from whatever source.
IN, ee, expre ssel such opin-
ion and sesaild alway4 continue to do
so.
"Not only all coons. but all persons
look alike to me," said Senator For-
Mier. "The oath of the United States
senator is as sacred as the oath of
the president and as high a sense of
ratty may inspire a senator as that
inspiring the occtmant of the White
House.
Then he concluded in ringing tones
with a wave of the hand toward the
president in these words:
"You know, Mi. President, I love
you so." The applause was loud. The
president got the floor, raised his
glass, and proposed the health of the
Ohio senator.
The speech of the president and
the reply of Mr. Foraker consumed
so much time that the dinner was
adjourned before four or five speak-






Spencer Moore, Colored, Held to
Grand Jury for Stealing Coal
From Yards—Police Court.
'When the ease of Theodore Peters
was .called in the police court yes-
terday morning Judge Cross contin-
ued it until today for trial. He is
charged with selling liquor without
a license at roao Broadway where he
has been supposed to run a "soft
drink" establishment.
Until Friday was there postponed
the grand larceny charge against
Frank James, colored, who is accused
of stealing collars, shirts, etc., from
the wagon of the Star Laundry of
North Fourth street.
For being drunk George Howie was
fined $1 and costs.
Until Friday was there continued
the breach of the peace warrant
against Young Taylor and Buck
‘Vhitehurst.
Spencer Moore, colored, was held
to the grand jury on the charge of
stealing coal from the yard of the
Central Coal and Iron company at
Ninth and Trimble streets.
Rolx,y Wilson, Belisle Jones and
Lula Wimberly were each fined $20
for disorderly conduct, and the pen-
alty then set aside, and not to be
paid pending their good behavior. Tha i
women had some one stationed on topl
et a car if kindling wood in the I.
C. yards. The others were throwing
the wood off the car to the ground
where the females would pick it up.
Attorney J. S. Ross will hold court
this morning as Judge Cross goes
to Baker's Station to get marrricd.
MESSENGER BOY
Displeased With LiberaLty of J. Pier-
pont Morgan.
New York, Jan. 29.--Nles.enger No
ustla of the Postal Telegraph com-
pany thrust his head into the Wall
street bureau and called out:
"Say! Is de guy what writes finan-
cial news here."
lie was.
"Well, say—did yez hear of de lem-
on J. P. forgan handed me this
week?"
Itswas news, and he was invited in.
"Well, say—it was dis way. Last
Thursday I was passin' Broad and
Wall when my peeps lighten on a big
blue envelop lyin' in de street in front
of Morgan's. I picks it up and sere
ii is full of real money and checks.
first hunch was to take it to a
gin sisill and look it over; but virtue
teiumphsel without a struggle, and I
takes it to de cashier. and I says:
''Say, cull, here's a million or AO
At I picked upsin front of your door.
I guess de o man needs it wois dan
me.'
"'Me hones' lad,' saws Ile, 'you'll
grow to be a secon' Theodore Rooe-
esfeld some day. I'll take your num-
ber and you shall be rewarded.'
"So he takes de swag and counts
it, and he finds $7000 in yellowbacks
and more dan $6o.000 in checks and.
drafts.
"I goes away feclin' dat I will get
me just deserts and pattin' myself on
de back for me hones's,. Yesterday
gets a note sayidi
•"'Dear Sir-1n reward for your
tionesty T take great pleasure in hand-
ing you $2 with the compliments of
the firm. Cashier J. P. Nborgan & Co.
"1 puts de $2 in an envelope and
sends it back with dis note:
"'Cashier J. P. Morgan & Co—
Dear Sir: Ycr can't hand mc a lem-
on. ef I know it. Take dis back and
tell Mr. Morgan to git a shove v id
it.
'"(Signed) Messenger No. t683.'
The boy refused to give his, name,
declaring he would lose 'his job if he
made it public.
WANTED--A WIFE.
Plenty of Applicants But Can't Get
His Mail,
Macon, Mo., Jan. 28.—In the post-
office at Macon is a great stack of
letters addressed to "R. W. A., BoxR,
Macon, Mo.". The letters are in re-
sponse to an advertisement inserted
by Richard W. Athelard, a farmer
who wants a wife. Under a ruling of
the postoffice department mail may
not be delivered to fictitious names
or addresses. Mr: Athelard has no
box in Macon. but gets his mail on
a rural route. • The initials "R. W. A.."
while definite enough for a flock of
widows and young women who aspire
to be MT. Athelard'S wife; are notADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER comprehensive enough for Uncle Sam.AND GET RESULTS. so Mr. Athelard will not have a
chance to open one of the loving mis-
.. Yca7s before last the average in- sit-es. Some of the earlier letters. gote,nine of the Hamburgers per capita ' through, but when the postmastervas Sim awl a fraction: last year it looked tip the law he put up the tars.
s.-IX $(74 and a 'fraction. Mr. Athelard has employed a lawyer
to see what he can be done to -save
There's a battle ou, at Albany thl, the love letters from the government
'inter between tIn• wood-pulp men, morgue.
sawmill men, eta., and the citizens
who want to save what's left of ths ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER






and frankly, In strictest confidens:e, telling all your
troubles, and Stating your age. we will send you
TREE ADVICE., in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable 04-page book on "Home Treatment tor Women.y
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
est
•
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, is
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardui, beyond all ques-
tion. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,
backache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated forms of
female disease, should take
for t will surely do for them as well as it did for Mrs. Sarah Gaskins, of Spring Creek,
Tenn.. who wr tes: '1 was very Irregular, my left side hurt and I would have a bad
headache every month. I had all kinds of strange feelings, could not walk and could
not do my work On yotir advice I took Wine of Cardut and it has helped me in every
way. I am regular, do not hive these strange
feelings, and my headache nd pain in my side
are better
Girls and women should use Gardui, whenever they need help or strength. Try it.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
One Chird Of Us Live Under
prohibitory Laws
(Frederick J. Hoskin, in Courier-Journal.
There is hardly any other sentence held their annual conveettion in Mem-
that is repeated so often in the Unit- phis last year. the papers: stated that
ed States as "Have a drink with ate," in all the gatherings held in that con-
unless it is the remark of the other vention city there had never been a
fellow to the bartender, "Fill 'em tip more orderly set of men.
again." The fact that New York • • •
spends a million dollars a day for
drinks shows how expensive is- the
age in which we arc living. In the
days of Charles II the keepers of :de
houses in England need to advertise
to "make a man drunk for a penny
and timid him straw on which to lie
until he recovered his faculties."
• • •
When I called on the man who -its
tip nights figuring on the totals of
the liquor traffic, he told me that
the annual consumption of drinks in
the United States amounts to $1.400,-
ister told his church people of theociosson I asked him if he could not
dilute this statement so as to make things they must combat if they would
win men front the ealoons, and add-it more understandable, and the next
day I got a note front him saying: ed: "For $5oo men join exclusive
"If all the beer drunk in the United political and so:ial clubs on the aye-
States since 1876 were brought to- nue of the metropolis. For $5 some
gether, it would fill a canal stretching men join Young Men's Christian as-
from New York to Denver—a canal sociation clubs, .but for five cents the
twenty feet wide, ten feet deep and multitude of men whom only God and
le38 miles long. If 'I could get. some
one else to figure out how many
"schooners" might be floated on this
canal, the comparison %sould he com-
plete.
The nation's drink hill figures out
one-third more th3n the public debt;
twice as much as the capital stock in
the banks; a littlle leas than the capi-
talization of all our trusts and indus-
trial combinations; one-hali the value
of our domestic animals; more than
,one-half the satin of our farm pro-
ducts; one-third more than our total
imported merchandise, and one-




If each individual in this country,
regaiii:ess of age or sex, had drunk
his prorata of liquor in 1876, he
would hayelsonsumed about eight gal-
lons: but now he proportion is a lit-
tle more than '. enty gallons. The
great increase is attributed to the in-
flux of foreign immigrants who drink
much beer. It is estimated that three.
fourths of our population are total
abstainers, which would make every
fourth person who dees drink con-
sume on an average $70 worth of li-
quor each year. If that 
portion_ 
of our
population which has the drink habit
should abstain for a year, and provide
a fund from the savings, it would
sta-rt every illiterate child in the Unit-
ed States on the way to a college edu-
cation, and if the drinkers of the
world were today to deny their thirst
for eighteen months, their savings
would buy ever - ounce of gold in
existence.
• * *
Half of, the twenty million people
who drink in this country constitute
the dangerous element of our popu-
lation, and are confined largely to the
slums of the larger cities. Those
who study the sourse of crime and
poverty claini that 75 per cent of all
such eases is caused by drinking. The
use of wines and spirits is on the de-
crease in the United States, t Idle
beer is becoming more popular. ‘Ve
have fewer retail liquor dealers now
drythan there were a year ago. while the
thnumber of places where beer is sold is e
increasing rapidly.
Just to see in what way the sa-
loons were superior to the other at-
tractions life might offer a working
man, or a homeless one, a prominent
minister turned hobo for a while in
order to study the question at first
hand. Afterward he told of the uni-
versal kindliness of the saloonkeeper,
and of the various plans he bad for
encouraging patrons. He told of the
drinking fountain at the front door
for the use of teamsters' horses; of
the setting forth of a free lunch equal
to a table d'hote dinner. The nun-
a..
As many railroad accidents were
in Times past accounted for by em-
ployes being drunk, 800,000 of the r,-
2oo.000 railroad men now on duty
in the United States art ainder orders
to neither drink nor enter a place.
where liquor is sold. The penalty is
dismissal from service. In Canada
if a locomotive engineer or a train
conductor is found drunk while on
duty he is liable to ten years' im-
prisonment. A signi,cant comment
on the abstinence of railroad Iwo is .
that when the locomotive eriginceri4. Maine is
-.-••••111111•,--
state where the sale of intoxicants is
an outlaw business. Tbe New York
Sunday laws are strict on the books,
but elastic in enforcement. In Chi-
cago, a city made up largely of for-
eign-born citizens and some foreign-
eigners, the movement toward local
restriction of the liquir traffic is slow
Ohio has progressed from a simple
precinct local option law to a reg-
ulation which will permit the citizens
of any prescribed distritc in the city
to prohibit saloons within that terri-
tory, she only requirement hemg that
a majority of the citizens sign 4 pe-
tition against them.
• • •
Nebraska has a state inebriate law
providing for the "examination of
dipsomaniacs, inebriates and person)
addicted to the excessive us< of mor-
phine. cocaine or other narcotic drugs;
for the detention, care and treatment
oi sueii persons and for their parole."
The only home for drunkards' wives
ever established in the United States,
and possibly an the world, is at Des
Moines, 13. This was made a reality
by the will of the late James Calla-
han, nho left $ao,000 for the purpose
of building it.
a • •
In those coMnimul where the
perceatage of foreign-born population
is largest, there is the least effort to-
nerd legal restrictions of the liquor
traffic, which fact is taken to indi-
cate that pure-blooded Americans
the saloonkeeper and the ward boss have 7:et their faces against the vise
know, nightly jean the one democrat- of drunkenness The southern statesit club in American life, the Ameri-
tan saloon"
• • •
received but 4 per cent of the immi-
grants which came into the country
last year, and they are leading the
crusade against the saloon. Many
southerners believe that the abolition'
of the dive would go farther toward
improving labor conditions and prove
the surest solution of the race prot)
km that could be devised. An et -
fort is being made to secure the en-
actment of a law which will prohiht
the shipment of liquor into prohibi-
tion territory by applying interstate
commerce provisions
• • •
The legislatures of forty states are
now in session, and it is probable that
all of them mill consider the liqtrie
question an one form or another.
‘Vbile there are comparatively few
men who are willing to espouse the
cause of total prohibition, it is ise-
deniably true that the movement o
restrict drunkenness is nation-wide
and that taking the nation as a whole
drunkenness is on the decrease Thy-
ty
.
 millions of our people, or over
11one-third of our population, alread
Inc. tinder prohibition lave.
The peculiarity of the New Hemp-,
shire senate's judiciary conintittee.A
this year is that not one of it'.
Ler. is a lawyer.
European dealers claim that at pee.
."it American grain inspection is la I
and the certificates issued unteustsvor
thy.
Southern states are more aggress-
ive at this time than those of an-.
other part of the country- in attemy
ing to curb drunkenness by law. Kc!
lucky. who,e very name brings
the thought of mint juleps and apph
Tqgdy. has 119 counties, and of these
ninety-six are without saloons. In
all Kentucky there are hut five coun-
ties where liquor may be sold all over I
the county. In the matter of local
option elections Illinois leads all oth-
er states with a record of 700 cons- .1
munittes which have voted. the salon!)
Out. Mississippi and Texas are mom.
than three-fourths dry by virtue of
local option laws. Texas prohibits  
screens in drinking places, and lash-'
aria requires saloons to keep holes
burning all night with windisa- shade-
open.
Tennessee, another great whisky-
producing state, has had a remark-
able anti-saloon movement, with the
ADD—One-third of U. S. Live Under
result that there are but nine town,
in the entire commonwealth where
saloons are permitted. Every candi-
date lir a state office in Tennessee.
democrit or republican, is a temper-
anc.z reformer. Senator Carmack, a
demosratic leader, has pledged him-
self to a movement to drive every sa-
loon frdm the state. Californians say
that a great temperance lesson was
iiught by the San Francisco earth-
quake. San Fratecisai consumed much
iiquor and was known as a wide,
open town. When the great seismic
disaster occurred the saloons were
closed and kept closed. Men who
swore they would die if they did not
have alcohol were made to go to;
work clearing away debris, and it is :
said many of them have stayed on the
"water wagon" ever since. North Car-
olina has also taken advantage of the
local option law. Greensboro, with
more than 30,000 population, is as
as, a bone. South Carolina has
state _dispensary system.
a' *
Indiana. a atate which ten years
ago regarded the distillers' and brew-
ers' 'Abby as its real 'ruler, is now
trying to keep the legislature front
going too far in enacting laws which
cannot be enforced, thus weakening
the whole anti-drunkenness move-
ment. In that state the Moore law
permits the citizens of any geograpb-,
ical division in county, township, city
or ward, to abolish saloons by a peC-





WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rant. Let us build the house; you pity for It as ran
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots as else
Proposed car extomsion so broad to union depot and on Aar.
streets from Eso to limo inch. Buy now on installment piss
while cheap Trio is the highest ground In the city. Property la
wawa:ins rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Ilard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765.
441■641 1116+01 40411 +1110+11115-1110441WIIIMINI*
a%) E. COULSON,
inPLUMBINGIII
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
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Standard 0118 IVIetbods Unfair
and Disreputable
INTERSTATE COMMERCE C.OM MISSION DENOUNCES GREAT-
EST OF MONOPOLIES—HOW ENORMOUS PROFITS ARE
MADE—GETS FAVORS FROM RAILROADS AND CONTROLS
PIPE LINES AND BIGGEST FIELDS.
Washington, D. C., Jan. a.—The for the interest of the Standard that
. interstate commerce commission sent it should be changed, and it was also
to congress a report of the investi- changed as that company would nat-
wations made by it under the Tillman- urally desire."
Gillespie re-solution approved March In discussing the assertion contain-
last, concerning the relations of ed in the report that "The ruin of its
common carriers by rail to the pro- competitors has bees a distinct part
duction and distribution of oil. The of the policy of the Standard Oil
report covers the distribution of pe- company," the commission says that
troleum and its products east of the one method has been the organize-
Mississippi river, and incidentally, the tion of a perfect system of espionage
.Kiatteas and Texas fields. The report over the shipments of its competi-
'points out generally the methods by tors, resulting in knowledge as to the
which the Standard Oil company "has destination of every car of oil leav-
built up and perpetuated its monopoly ing the refinery of an independent
and the relations of transportation The Standard agent at the destination
agencies to the monopoly." It is as- says the report is held responsible if
(4erted that "the ruin of its competi- the independent oil is sold The re-
tort has been a distinct part of the port continues:
. policy of the Standard Oil company Systematically Obtained.
in the past, _systematically and per- "It does not appear that the rail-
eistently pursued." Considerable of road companies have directed the fur-
the ground covered has been gone nishing of this information, or that
into fully in the report on oil and its the practice has been sanctioned by
-distribution, made public by the bu- superior officials of the roads, but
it does appear that such informationreau of corporations. '
Only ne Instance. GAL TWO—STANDARD OIL ....O 
• -No instance." the report y, "is is systematically obtained from rail-
found where any railroad company road employes. The testimony shows
has been ipterested in oil lands or in that .the Standard at eine time, if it
petroleum productions and only one, does not now, devoted a fund to the
instance is shown where officials of purpose of obtaining this information.
a railway company were interested It has frequently happened when the
in the production and sale of oil. This supply of independent oil in a partic-
relates to certain officials of the Bal- ular territory was low and a ship-
' tiniore & Ohio Southwestern railway ment was peculiarly necessary that
having owned stock of the Argand
Refining company, 'A hsch was on their
recommendations afterward sold to
the Standard and the lubricating con- a creature of the Standard, concern-
tract of the road transferred to the ing the %hereabouts of its care, while
Gakna Oil contions. A Standard corn- such informatiou was not furnished
to other owners of tank ears and someWmr
"The Standard Oil company large. discrimination in tank car mileage1
ly monopolises the handling of petres. in favor of the tank line is shown for
!cum from the mouth of the well pn- one railroad."
til it is sold to the retailer and seine- The assertion is made that it is the
limes to the consumer, and under or- Practice of the Standard whenever a
dinary condition, its margin of profit competitor erects a storage tank to
ie. very large. Estimates made in which the oil is transferred from the
the report show a profit on refined tank cir to reduce the price of oil in
oil from the Sugar Creek refinery at that locality to such a point as to
Kansas City of front five to eight t.makc the business unprofitable to
such a competitor, %hilt prices were
maintained in other localities. There
was much complaint that the railroads
allowed the Standard to erect its tanks
at convenient paints on the railroad
"The evidence shows little basis riirlit of way and declined to accord
for the contention that the enormous this privilege to the independent re-
dividends lai the Standard Oil coin., liners. The commission says, it is sat-
pany are the legitimate results of its isfied that such di•crimination has
economice. Except for IS pipe lines , been very generally practiced in the
the Standard has but little legitimate Past•
advantage over the independent re. Extravagantly High.
'finer. The report shows that "at present
"The Standard buys advertising every considerable railroad in the
space in ;luny newspaper'. which it United States is buying of the Galena
fills, not with advertisements. bat Oil company,, one of the Standard
with reading matter prepared by companies, most of its lubricating and
arsine kept for that purpose and paid signal oils, the prices paid for lubri-
for at advertoing rate• as ordinary eating oil, which is of three grades.
new, The assumption is that this being substantially the same to the
literature furnishes many of the ideas various roads. The contracts general-
touching the great benefit' conferred ly contain a guaranty to the road that
upon the public lo the Standard Oil the cost of lubrication shall not ex-
ceed a certain sum per mile or en-
Pipe Lines. gine, mile, and provide for oil inspee-
-
Posseeeion of the pipe line enable% ters appointed by the oil company
the Stindaid to absolutely control to supervise the use of the oil. The
the pvice of crude petroleum and the Galena company is' rarely called upon
price which it' competitors in a given to pay anything under the guaranty.
-. locality shall pay. It can raise the and the prices obtained by the Ml
price in one locality and obtain its ' company arc extravagantly high. Oils
own nil from another, and reverie the of the same grade could he bought
process when it desires to do .5o. in the open market for about one-
Whoever conirol• the avenues of half the Galena company's prices."
transportation of the raw material The report severely arraigns the
or of the refined product can speed- Standard's methods of competition.
ily drive his competitor: eut of exist- On this point it sass, in part:
rue, and the powluction and dittri- 'The Standard ha, repeatedly. al-
button of petroleum is no exception ter becoming the owner of a compet-
to the rule." ing company, continned to operate it
- The pipe line system of the Stand- under the old name, carrying the idea
ard, the report contends. is not a nat- to the public that the company was
mai, but an artificial advantage It , still independent and competing with
is argued ohat the reason why long. the Standard. It has used such pur-
pipe lines connecting with those of chased or independently organized
the Standard have not been provided eompanie• to kill off competition by
is found in obstacle% in the way of such companies reducing prices. The
operation of such fake independent
concerns has been one of its most
effective means of destroying compe-
tip:). The Standard has habituolly
reduced the price against its compet-
itor' in a particular locality, while
maintaining its prices at other places.
When compet;tion was destroyed it
advanced or restored former prices.
The Standard has sold different
grad-es of oil at different prices from
the same barrel. It has paid employes
of independent oil companies for in-
formation as to the business of the
competitors and has paid employes of
industrial companies to secure the
adoption of its oil in preference to
that of its competitors. It has fol-
lowed every barrel of independent
oil to its destination. Its agents are
instructed to secure customers at any
eacrifice. It has tampered with the
oil inspectors in different states. The
laws of several states concerning the
Inspection or oil are singularly de-
fective and this has been Owned to
profit by the Standard. .
Competitive Methods.
"The commission's only knowledge
of the competitive methods of the
Standard Oil company is obtained
from evidence taken under oath in
this investigation. The Standard was
given permission to explain or rebut
the facts. This evidence, if true,
cente per gallon A much higher
Profit is indicated fer gasoline. The
'ale of refine' oil from the large
Standard refinery at Whiting, Ind., is
corresisandingle profitable.
' such andertakingr, having been op-
posed by the railroad:. ohose right
of way has generally stood as a Chi-,•
nese wall against all attempts to ex-
tend pipe lines. Ordinarily, it is said,
the Standard has not reteived rebates
in recent years, so far as has been
discovered, but it has nevertheless en-
joyed 'iccret rates possessing all the
elements of illegal rates, and the ad-
vantages so obtained over indcpend-
-ent shippers have been of very great
value to that company. Numerous
instances of discrimination in favor
of \the Standard resulting from the
published railway rates were found.
says the report. In this connection
the' following is an instance given by
the commission:
In Standard's Interest.
"A low rate of to per cent per ltun-
- -dred pounds'upon petroleum and ifi
ifs products existed frotta- Neodosha,
Kass for many years, where the Stan-
dard operated a refinery to, to Kati-
sas City. This was for the interest
elf the Standard; but when the Stand-
ard constructed it: refinery at Sugar
• Creek, Kansas City, and connected
it by nine line with the Kansas oil
'wells, the rail rate was advanced from
To to 17 cents per hundred pounds.
While the roilways insist that this was
notdone at the instance of the Stand-
ard, the significaptrfact remains in this
and many otherlues called .to the demonstrates that the competitive
commission's steatites that the rte methods of thecompany in the past
was not changediViottli, it eagle -toehp• have beeo. unfair ;Mid even dierepp;
the shipment has unaccountably gone
astray. Information also appears to
have been given the Union Tank Line.
table. Its motto has been the de-
struction of competition at any cost
and this policy has been pursued with-
out much reference to decency or
conscience, and it is significant that
the larger independent refiners sell
the greater part of their product in
foreign countries. One independent
testified that 75 per cent of his pro-
duct went abroad and said that he
could compete with the Standard in
Germany, where its methods as fol-
lowed in this country would not be
tolerated, but that he could not com-
pete with it here."
On the question of remedies the re-
port makes these dbservations:
"More than anything else the pipe
line has contributed to the Standard
Oil monopoly and its supremacy
must be continued until its rival& en-
joy the same transportation facilities.
The amended act to regulate com-
merce makes the existing pipe lines
common carriers subject to that act
and the power to prescribe just and
reasonable rates, regulations and prac-
tices after complaint and hearing, is
conferred upon the commission. But
the pipe line tariffs tiled with the
commission are alleged to be of no
actual advantage to the independent
operators. The commission can only
act upon these schedules after corn-
Iplairst has been made ;challenging
specific rates, regulations or practices.
Some complaints are now pending.
How far the amendtd act will prove
adequate to the correction of siech
injusti:e as now exists in respect to
this traffic remains to be seen.
"Since in the past petroleum rates
have not always been established to
promote, but often to check traffic,
and the tariffs are more or less per-
meated with discriminations in favor
of the Standard, having been built up
during a series of years in that view,
it may be that this discrimination
will never be eliminated by any pro-
cess of complaint against a specific
rate or practice. Judging by the past.
dieeriminations al to this traffic may
arise more frequenity than those now
existing can be routed by that meth-
od. Ai to no other important traf-
fic is there an approach to the mo-
nopoly of the Standard Oil in that
of oil. Under these conditions- it
may become necessary to the uproot-
ing , of established wrongs and the
prevention of other, that the gov-
ernment shall fix in the first instance
the rates and regulation for the trans-
portation of this traffic. The method
has been adopted by the legidature
of one state. It probably will be
found necessary to dissociate in the
case of oil, as in that of other com-
modities, the function of transporta-
tion from that of production and dis-
tribution. What other remedies in
addition to those already provided
it may be necessary to prescribe there
can be better determined in the near
future by the results of experience
in administering the present law "
•
FALSE COINS OF CRYSTAL.
Gang of zoo French Counterfeiters
Broken Up by Police.
eunterfeiting of money is not pur-
sued a' a criminal occupation to the
extent it was formerly: nevertteless
there is enough of it to keep the.se-
cret service department a tWashing-
ton more or lees hwy. The strin-
gent means taken to prevent the man-
,ufacture and distribution of bad mon-
ey has much to do with the dimirm-
tion in this class of crime. The prin-
cipal efforts at counterfeiting arc
now confined to sffanufacturing coins
of various denominations, and it is
curione that in spite of these attempts
the government does not deem it nec-
essary to change from the original
style of fashioning coins.
The earliest gold money nsed by
the Chinese and Greeks tiae cube-
shaped, but the necessity for pre-
venting any interference with the coin
after it had been stamped led to the
adoption of a regular form, 'and
though hexagonal or octagonal coin'
are to he found the received shape
of the coin is that of a flat circle, each
side of which- is stamped, as well as
in many cases on the edge. just as
it is today in this country.
Then the weight and fineness of the
metal are indicators of its genuine-
nese. It is true also that a large-
sized piece of metal is easier to tam-
per with than a smaller, hence the
custom of coining more small pieces.
The sound or "ring" of a coin 'has
been always considered a fine test of
its worth, but this theory received
quite a blow recently by the discovery,
in Paris of the circulation of $6o,000
worth of false ten-franc pieces. These
false coins were made from crystal.
had the exact w-eight and produced
the same ringing sound when tossed
upon a counter as the genuine gold
pieces. This was the first time in
France that crystal had been employ-
ed in counterfeiting. The only de-
fect in the parts was that the false
coins were so brittle that when
thrown with considerable force upon
a marble slab they would break into
splinters.
A band of over 200 associates was
connected with the disposal Of these
coins, and it was only through the dis-
sipation of some of .them and the pay-
ment of all their bills in ten-franc
pieces that detection followed.—Phil-
adelphia Ledger.
Foodstuffs cost more in Spain,
sul-General Ridgely s ays, than
where else in ad1/4ae.
Con-
any-




MRS. CARRIE LEHMAN RE
CEIVES SOME ADVERTISING
MATTER OF BAD NATURE.
The W. C. T. U. Hokbs a Mothers'
Meeting This Afternoon at
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Carrie Lehman, of Louisville,
delivers al-wither of her series of talks
this evening at the Third street Meth-
odist church, and during her remarks
will make reference to some literature
of a vile character she received by
mail yesterday from Louisville. Her
work over the country is for moral
purification and she is effecting much
good, lading a highly educated and
venerable woman of magnetism and
much force.
Her reputation extends all over the
country, and realizing the foremost
position she takes in this line, yes-
terday she got a letter from a promi-
nent Loteville lady, enclosing some
vile adereittising matter sent out by a
book publislfing house of Pair/lyre,
Tenn. The literature announces that
the Pahnyra firm has certain books
for sale, a description of which vol-
umes show them to be among the
most obscene and vilest ever circu-
lated.
In trying to weell out the many
tails Mrs. Lehman will use this ad-
vertising matter wherever she goes.
end finally submit it to the authori-
ties ef Palmyra to see if the firm
csenot be prosecuted.
W. C. T. U. Meeting.
'The W. C. T. U. will hold a moth-
ere meeting tomorrow afteruoon
a o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church. The gathering
still be presided over by Mrs. Pearl




R. C. Smith, coach for the Louisville
high school and a member of the sea-
ler class of the University of Louis
silk, medico/ department, refused to
&low H. Sedberg, who was intoxi-
cated. to occupy a place in the class
picture, wthcli was being taken on
the steps of the university, at to:ao
o'clock today, Sedberg pulled a revol-
ver and shot Smith through the right
shoulder. Smith was taken to the
Ls:ever-sky hospital, where hi% inturie
were dressed.
StIberry aa• seen at central sta-
tion, chnre hc was taken after being
recreated. He was in bad shape and
showed ̀the effects of rough handlnig.
Both eyes were discolored, and there
was a gash over the right eye His
shirt and collar were covered ivith
blood from his nose, which seemed to
be broken.
Sedberry told an entirely different
to-,ry about the encounter. Ile said
that he had given Smith a razor.which
the latter was to purcha9e. but that
he had refused to purchase the razor
or to return it. This morning, he
rays, he went to the college to see
Shiith about it, lie received no satis-
faction, and, finally, Smith threw a
snowball at him. Then other students
attacked him, he claims, and he took
retuge lx-hind a telegraph post. They
made another rush for him, and he
claim!' he drew his revolver and fired
in self defense.
THE BOY ON THE FARM.
Who hears the first carol of song-
birds
When glad springtime awakes them
to song?
Who catches the music of watere
As they're rushing si? swiftly along?
Who inhales the rich odors of blos-
soms
With the perfume God drops from
on high?
Who drinks in the ozone of heaven
'Neath the dome of the far-jeweled
sky?
Who revels in fruits from the orchard
As he rests 'neath the old apple
tree?
Who's alert to the thrum of the pheas-
ant
Aid the still sweeter hum. of the
bee?
He whose cheek bears the bronze of
the sunbeams
And n-hose soul is o'erfull of earth's
charm;
'Tis the youth who abides with Dame
Nature—
Yea. the boy who liv6 out on the
farm.
* a * * * * *
There are thousands who dwell in
the city
NVith its whirl and its grime and
its din,
Who'd exchange all the gold in their
coffers
To escape their environs of sin.
They long to go hack to the wild-
wood,
There their brows may, be cooled
by the breeze,
And recall the dear scenes of their
childhood,
e eke they resee'neath the shade of the
- s-1 trees.
--Janitut nehttilis statlAsossina, n Farms.
Matta EfingerZ Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.ao, S. THIRD STREET:, PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Wed Liability. Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.








IITYPERIOR FACILTITES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT. MACHIN-
Infilt AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO b ROE. BOTH PHONES.
11271--vw-1"
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
'61T IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKEJHE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LlfAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH







Now to the Cime to Buy
Wall paper
Otic have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most strikinPprices
picture g picture
1 frames 0 frames
c• c• Lee












' REGISTER NEWSPAPER 
CO.
(Incorporated.)
.1Pst Register Building, 523 
Broadway




Enterecloat the Poatoffice of Padu-
Vah, Ky., as second-clasa mail matter
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Iknyonejailing to receive this paper
reguiarlataiabould report the matter to






We are authorized to announce the
. candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city




NA e are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
r city jailer, subject to the action of
' the democratic party.
,We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jai:er, subject to the action of the
democratic party. .
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
George W. lAndram. of Livingston
einitty, as a candidate for railroad
commissioner from the First Rail-
load district of Kentucky; subject td
the action of the denioc,atic party.
Wednesday Morning. January 3o, tgo7
After the Tazdoger.
A hill aimed at•taxdogger, has been
introduced in the Missouri legislature
and the solons want to be shown. The
taxatiol problem is one that has not
been solved and much though has
'leen consumed in its consideration.
The St. Louis Republic in corn-
mentisigroe the bill has this to say:
as Senator McDavid proposes.
there be a legislative commission ap-
pointed to inquire into taxation in
Missouri during the recess. many
facts will be brought out arguing
strongly against the taxation of per-
sonal property, whenever the neces-
siry revenue can be raised from
other seurces.
"NI the first place. the tax is of the
kind denounced by political econo-
mists as inquisitorial, a form of taxa-
tion always resented by the citizen
and easily evaded. -
"It operates unjustly and Unequally,
since it is s only the farmers whose
personal property—their live stock
and their crops—and the widows and
orphans whose assets are revealed in
the probate courts from whom it can
be fully uniformly collected.
"There is hardly a county or a city
in the state whose credit would not
be injured, whose securities would
not b alconcjated, if the assessors
conk( 1st Them all for taxation.
"Any system of taxation which re-
quiresAte_iiijkaaciAgstake the tax as-
sesror into his confidence is a clumsy
makeshift. Tax the corporation on
its visible property or on its capital
stock as representing the value of
its praperty, and leave the individual
stockholder alone. Tax the farmer
on his land and ask no questions
about his cattle and his hogs. It
should be none of the assessor's busi-
ness whether the farmer's mile and
daughters have a piano or a new car-
pet on the parlor floor.
"If, we must have taxation of per-
sonal property let it be for local pur-
poses. only and under the local option
.escommended by Governor Folk,
whereby any county or Municipality
-would be free to dispense with it
whenever it might be found conven-
ient to do so.
Treatment of Jury and Prisoner.
The pen picture drawn by the Chi-
cago Chronicle showing the difference
between the treatment accorded
prisoners and jurors, will not inspire
the average man with the desire tow
serve hits state by taking a. seat Psi
the jury bOstc The points emphaSited
.1,y. the Chic paper are well made.
It is somewhat soothing to cis e-
selfrespect to ohserve that the Thaw
jurors arc treated even more like
criminals than they would be if the
trial were being held et Chicago. We
are not at the top of a had-eminence
in that respect.
We lead that the good men and
true thus far selected to pass upon
the guilt or innocence of White's
slayer are considerably more restrict-
ed of their liberty than Shaw is. In-
deed, they would be better off if thel
were, like him, in the Tombs and aal
corded the privileges enjoyed by t
man whom they are to try.
They are not only denied the pries-
hge of conversing with their fellow
men but their very diet is prescribed
for them. All their letters arc opened
and scrutinized and presumably sub-
jected to chemical tests) by a police
captain. They are not permitted to
read .the newspapers nor the maga-
zines. They are treated as ii they
were notorious bribetakers who
would jump at any opportunity to
negotiate with one side or the ether
corruptly.
Thaw, on the other Land, eats and
drinks whatever he chooses to pay
for. His correspondence is uncen-
sored. He may read all the news-
paper. and other publications without
let or hindrance. Ile may see his
friends during visiting. hours. In
short, save that he can not leave the
prison. Thaw is under no more re-
straint than is the ordinary persican
charged with no crime at all.
Yet, as we have seen, the men who
are surrendering their business in-
terests and their personal convenience
in the discharge of their duty as
American citizens are treated !Ike
copvicts and branded in the public
eye as potential corruptionists.
The inevitable implication is that
they nould sell a verdict for money
unless they were thus kept under the
strictest surveillance and restraint.
It is not strange that men seek to
avoid jury service In murder trials.
It is, instead, wonderful that juries
are secured at all. That the
of obtaining juries continue to, in-
crease is a fact that warrants the pre-
diction that we shall soon reach a
point %%here jurors will have to be
abolished. The existing and augment-
ing outrage can not endure.
4411 eo-
'Municipal Ownership is spreading
throughout the northwest, and in
Manitoba the question of public
ownership of a telephone system is
being agitated. According to a dis-
patch to a Chicago Newspaper R. P.
Roblin. premier of Manitoba who is
now in Minneapolis is quoted as say-
ing:
"Manitoba is at the present time
trying to establish a municipal tele-
phone sy'stem." said Premier Roblin,
"and we hope that before long we
will succeed in securing it. A large
faction in the state has favored the
measure for a number of years past
and the subject now is looked on with
a great deal of interest, as it is one of
the first large moverrIents !toward
state ownership of public utilities
formerly owned and operated by cor-
porations in the northwest."
s
••••••••••••.•••••••••••‘...
CITIZENS BANK HAS TO PAY
TO EXTENT OF $3,261.83 RACKET STORE
JURY YESTERDAY GAVE CHARLES W. BOSWELL JUDGM
ENT
FOR ENTIRE AMOUNT 1-IE ASKED FOR FROM THE CITI-
ZENS SAV1NGSBANK—THERE IS NOW BEING HEARD THE
ACTION OF GRAY & DUDLEY AGAINST THE E. REHKOPF
SADDLERY COMPANY—JAMES HERRING AND MRS. MARY
ALLISON AGREED TO A $i5 o JUDGMENT AGAINST THE
LATTER—EVANSVILLE BRICK COMPANY'S SUIT AGAINST
BRIDGES COMES UP' TODAY.
Unless the Citizens' Saving bank
nets a reversal of the verdict of the
jury in the circuit covet her yester-
day, this financial institution will have
to pay Charles W. Boswell of May-
field $3,361.83 and interest, as the
judgment now stands, and additional
if the appellate court sustains the
local court. It is understood the
bank will appeal the litigation.
Several years ago Henry Arenz and
The Paducah Commission company
operated a "bucket shop" at NLaytield,
it- being a branch of the one main-
tained here until the first of this year
on Broadway, near Fourth street.
Arens slid business with The Odell
Commission company. Boswell specu-
lating in futures and on margins at
the Mayfield house lost $6,00o; he sued
AtellZ end the commission people in
the hlayfield- court, and got judgment
tor the full amount. Boswell then
attached $Allocr Arena had in the May-
field bank, and it was turned over to
him_ This *ft $3.aoo of the $6,000
judgment unpaid, and Boswell got out
papers, attaching money deposited to
the credit of The Odell Company in
the Citizens Savings hank of Paducah.
In writing out these attachment
papers, they were made to read that
there was lesied on money deposited
itrthe Citizens bank to credit of "The
Odell Company" the word "commis-
sion" being omitted. Inserted it
would have attached money .of "fhe
Odell Commission company." Taking
advantage of the omission or the
word "commission" the bank here
responded to the attachment papers
to effict that they had no money de-
posited there for "The Odell com-
pany." They said nothing about
what they had belonging to "The
Odell Commission company.' The
bank then turnetl the money over to
the commission people. and Boswe..II
was prevented from getting tt.
Boswell then brought %A agiinst
the bank on the ground . thet
ter knew the money deposited there
belonged to the parties Boswell was
attaching. On trial of the suit .some
months ago here Hosseen )esas, but
took the Istigati4m to the appellate
bench, where orders were made di-
recting that thc Paducah ciretiit court
give the litigation a new trial. This
hearing was now taken up and yes-
terday the jury gate Boswell judg-
ment for the entire amount he asked
for $3,261.83.
Rekoplf Case.
There iv now on trial the suit of
the Gray and Dudley Hardware com-
pany against E. ,Relikopf Snddlery
company, for recovery of about Seoo
worth of goods, and S150 damages.
The evidence was finished yesterday.
while :his morning the matter will
he argued, and then given to the jury,
This is the foot of the series of liti-
gations arising over assisgnment of
(be Paducah firm.
Rehkopf bought tesoo worth of
whips and other .goods front the
Gray & Diidlcy people. the ..articles
arriving here September 5, while
Rehkopf made an assignment Septem-
ber 20. The Gray & Dudley people
sue for recovery of their goods on
the ground that the Rehkepf firm
knew it was insolvent and unable to
pay for the goods when they bought
(hem, therefore fraud was used in
their purchase, to this extent.
Some interesting testimony was
brought out during the trial yester-
day, it developing that the day the
goods arrived here, they were not
taken to the Relskopi buildings at
Second and Broadway, but direct to
the Cohankus factory on Niath and
Boyd streets where they were put in
the warehouse under direction of the
American German National bank
which had warehouse receipts that
Rehkopf put up at the bank to borrow
money on. The batik claims to. have
sold the goods to Starks-Ullman
Saddler). comsbny. Rehkopf did not
put in any defense to the suit yester-
day, it being fought by the bank and
Starks-Ullman lawyers and the at
torneye for Trustee Cecil Reed. When
the Rehkopf firm failed, Gray and
Dudley got out papers for recovery of
the goods which were found concealed
at the Cuhankus factory.
There was dismissed yesterday
without prejudice the suit where Anna
B. Scott, widow of the late James
Scott, sues for Sas.000 damages front
the Illinois Central railroad, because
her husband got killed by being run
over by a switch engine in the Fulton
yards n here he us as emphiyed as
switchman. •
A continuance until the next term
of court was given in the matter of
Maude K. Italthaser against the Illi-
nois Life Intagance company, she
claiming $1.000. the amount of the
policy carried the Illinois Lite Insur-
ance company. she claiming' St.000.
the amount of the policy carried on
her late 'husband's life before he died.
he being Lour v Balthaser.
The jury gave James Herring judg-
ment 'fur $tso against Mrs Mary E.
Allison, it being a verdict to which
Herring and Mr.. Allison both agreed
to, in order to prevent the jury from
being "hting.' Seven of the jurors
were for Mrs. Allison and five for
Herring. It takes nine to decide. so
the ptrintiff and defendant agreed on
$1343 judgment, each to pay their inn
costs. Herring wanted $3cio form
Mrs. \Bison on the ground that she
agreed to Rise him that if he would
get a purchaser for her Sici.000 farm
she wanted to sell, lie got a pur-
chaser, but illative meantime she sold
the place. Herring contended she
gave him the exclusive right to sell
for her, but the asserted the privilege
of disposing of the place nithout his
assistance. The suit was filed, and
they now agree to a compromise ver-
dict.
Not until today aill there be taken
up the snit of the Evansville Pressed
Brick company against Contractor
Edward Bridges. It was docketed for
yesterday, but other actions took up
, the court'e entire time. The brick
company claims Bridges owes it many
thousands of glollars few the brick
the Evansville concern furnished
Bridges for the South Third street
work here in Paducah.
Not until tomorrow will there come
up the suit of Dr. J. W. Pendley, for
Floy Pcndley, against the Illinois
Central and Paducah Traction com-
pany. It was originally set for yes-
terday, hut put off until tomorrow.
TOMORROW LAST 
c NOITION IS BAD WEATHER
DAY FOR LICENSE DR. WILL ROGERS BROUGHT
HOME IN YESTERDAY IN 1CIVIL ENGINEER THOM LEFT
SERIOUS STAGE. FOR HIS HOME IN
CHICAGO.
Mr. Thomas Allen Able to Be Up
But Cannot Leave the House—
Wken the Weather Gets Better heHar
ry Yates Burned. 
Com4 Back to Finish Sur-
vey Work,
ALL WHO DO NOT PAY THEM
WILL HAVE TO STAND
PENALTY.
License Inspector Lehnhard Will Be-
gin Getting After Delinquents
,Next Week.
All people who have not paid their
licenses by tomorrow into the city
treasury' will have to stand for the
penalty and other costs, as tomorrow
is the last day on which the original
licenses can be paid, the law prescrib-
ing that this public debt must be pail
into the municipal treasury during
Jannary. After tomorrow the addit-
ional issas amount to quite a deal.
License Inspector George Leles-
hard is going to effeq a reform this
sear with- those whet have been fail-
ing to pay their licenses during Jan-
i:ary. For years it has been thecus-
km to-let the merchants, professional
men and others pay their licenses any
time they wanted to during the year..
Then about December the license in-
spector would get busy and make all
the delinquents pay up.
time he is going to commence
drou dies up" the delinquents during
• d4iti vale qiem ply or staid,
PRECARIOUS STOPS WORK
Dr. William Rogers, the druggist,
n as brought home yesterday from
Denver, Colo accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Pete Rogers. 01 Broad,
near Fourth streets. The young man
is in a serious condition at his home
with tuberculosis.. He has been in
declining health for the past several
years and has spent his time at Ash-
ville, North Carolina, in New Mexico,
and at Denver, being at the latter
place the past four months.
Mee to Be Up. •
Thomas Allen was abte to' be,
hp yesterday at his home itf Arcadia,
but cannot yet leave the house, be-
cause of the painful injuries sustained
,to his head when he slipPedetlie day
heftre on the icy covered steps at
his home, and fell with great force. ,
He wai rendered untsonseiritis fog,
several hours.
Painley Burned.
l-farrY 'Yates, of the. I. C. shops
was painfully hurtled yesterday on the
face by a can of burning cotton 'that
was accidentally thrown his way. The
cotton was saturated With gasoline.
He .is .floest ccsnfined at his /tome on
Civil Engineer Thorn has gone back
to Chicago to remain until the bad
spelt of weather is over when he re-
turns here to resume work of running
the levels, and getting the grades
Deeded in compiling the plans and
specifications for the sanitary sewer-
age district No. 3, that will some day
be laid in Paducah. He is the repre-
sentative of Expert Alvord, the Chi-
cago engineer, to whom the city au-
thorities of Paducah have awarded the
contract of getting up the plans for
this additional sewerage district, lie
baying compiled those for district No.
2, which is now undergoing construc-
tion.
Mr. Thom came here the first of
this month and remained several
weeks getting the levels and grades,
hut the snow prevents work of this
character being done, and - he went
back home to remain until the ele-
ments evidenced sufficient moderation
for,re of hi• irrk.
More Than Three Thousand Garments
in the Drummers' Sample Lii_e of
Muslin Underwear.
IT GOES ON SALE MONDAY MORNING, JANUARY 211TH AT
8 O'CLOCK, THE SALE WILL LAST ALL WEEK.
WE OFFER EVERY GARMENT IN THE LINE AT EXACTLY
THE WHOLESALE PRICE.
What Is It?
IN THE SALE ARE DRUMMERS SAMPLES AND LITTLE
ODD LOTS OF GARMENTS THAT THE MANUFACTURER HAS
CLOSED OUT TO US AT A LOW PRICE. ENABLING US TO
OFFER EVERY GARMENT AT WHOLESALE FIGURES
IN THE SALE WILL BE FOUND BIG LOTS OF
LADIES' GOWNS, 4w TO $3.00.
LADIES' LONG SKIRTS 38c TO $io
LADIES' SHORT SKIRTS 22C TO $1.75.
LADIES' CORSET COVERS isC TO hoe.
LADIES' DRAWERS 23C TO $1,50.
LADIES' CHIMISES 23C TO $1.50.
INFANTS' LONG DRESSES isiC TO 38C.
CHILDREN'S GOWNS 4.4C TO Si.00
OF COURSE THERE IS EVERY IMAGINABLE PRICE BE-
TWEEN THESE EXTREMES.
THERE IS EVERY STYLE OF GARMENT YOU COULD EX-
l'ECT. TO FIND ANY WHERE IN AMERICA. THERE ARE
PLAIN GARMENTS AND TRIMMED GARMENTS.
Best Yet.
WE HAVE MADE AN EXTRA EFFORT THIS TIME AND
HAVE PROCURED THE BEST LOT OF GOODS FOR THIS SALE
%HAT WE HAVE EVER OFFERFD
Great Opportunity.
WITH ALL GOODS ADVANCED AND STILL GOING HIGHER
THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT SHOULD APPEAL TO EVERY
WOMAN IN PADUCAH
WE BELIEVE IT TO BE THE BEST OFFERING WE HAVF:
EVER MADE IN ALL OUR YEARS OF STOREKEEPING WHEN
WE CONSIDER THE TENDENCY TOWARD HIGHER PRICES IN
ALL LINES OF GOODS
PURCULL&THOMPSON
I I e
1 407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY._
•if-door part of the undertaking lie
gees hack to Chicago to remain. a.
there is compiled in the office there
ft.- drawing and specifications taken
from the notations made during the
sa-;ace survey work done here
It will be sometime during March
or April before the specifications :ire
finshed, but it is not believed the
distvict will Ise laid for several years
to come The republicans compris-
ing the city legislative boards last
year wanted the new district that *ill
.-ost something like $700,000, but the
democrats coming In the first of this
year deem it seass-i;e and inadvisable
and will probably not take up the
question at all.
Judge Loans a Jury.
Terre Haute, Ind. Jan. 29—Judge
Cox, of the superior court, and Judge
Piety, of the circuit court, last week
did what perhaps never was done be-
fore in Indiana. The former lent a
jury to the latter. While the circuit
court jury was out trying to reach
a verdict, baste Cox, finding that his
jury could not he used that day, sent
the twelve men into the circuit court
for the day.
CARNATION DAY,
Hundreds Seen Yesterday Wearing
the Pretty Flower.
sterslay a as observed quite ex-
tensively in the City of Paducah ae
1"Carnation Day." in honor of the
'anniversary of the birth of President •
William McKinley. Hundreds could
be seen, the gentlemen with the pretty,
Hower dropping from their coat
lapel. %bile the ladies had thew
pinned ti their waists, all in memory
of the martyred chief executive who
went to his grate by the assassin',
bullet
As the presidents most favored
flower nas the carnation, it is always
worn on his birth anniversary.
The steamer Kentucky coniele out
oi Tennessee river tomorrow night
and lies at the wharf until Saturday.
afternoon at 5 o'clock before depart-n  
her return to that stream
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out in a






At, Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOU RC ES
Loans and Discount; 94.363.97
Stocks and Bonds  2,000.00
Banking House Furniture and Vixtures  9.080.17
Cash and Exchange    56,99
IF IL La .
LIABILITIES












A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payable on demand.
J. - T. LAURIE, Cashier.















































enitagnng their attention. The Reh-
kopf • lawyers will Iodeyo begin
6 
. draw-
ing up the schedule for filing, show-






erticle in the Afternoon Sun Was false
Ce-11•1114013#: t4•It•
GRAVES COUNTY FOLLOWS TENNESSEEAN
IN M'CRACKEN'S FOOTSTEPS LANDS CONTRACT
DELEGATION OF LEADING CO UNTY OFFICIALS HERE YES-
TERDAY FROM MAYFIELD CONFERRING WITH JUDGE R.
T. LIGHTFOOT AND OTHERS REGARDING THE COUNTY
GRAVEL ROAD PROPOSITION-GRAVES NOW HAS ONLY
ABOUT FIVE MILES IMPROVED PIKES. BUT EXPECTS TO
SPEND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS IN FIXING UP EVERY
THOROUGHFARE OF THE RURAL DISTRICT
The county euthtnities (rives
ceunty are awakening vigorceisla to
the needs of keeping apace with pro-
gress and expect to this summer con-
struct many miles of graveled couple
pike* through the rural districts which
have never possessed anything Inee-
tottery siert dirt highways, that are
remitted Mpasiible during bad sea-
sons of the year. and eave to be re-
peatedly repaired at an expense of
many thousands of dollars. In order
to investigate minutely into the man-
lier of maintaining roads in this coon-
.ty. yesterday morning a delegation of
county efficials arrived from Mayfield
and spent the day conferring with
Jtulge Lightfoot, County Attorney
Alben Markley and Supervisor Bert
Johnson of the county roads. The
viaiting party consisted of County
Attorney Joseph Weskit. County
hedge Edward Crossland, Sheriff W.
L. Brand, Reed Supervisor T. C. Pin-
son, Justice E. Li Garnett and one or
twn otli'erp. During the conference
they notirlistO pointers of value front
the McCracken county authorities and
prospects are that by next fall many
miles of fine graveled highways will
be built in Graves county.
Graves county now has not 'note
than five mite, of graveled roads.
and these are right at "be outskirts of
Mayfield. I.:very other mile of high-
way is a dirt road, despite the fact that
that county ia the ecahhiest and larg-
est of any in the, cad of the state.
Hard rains convert these dirt roads
Into inspasimble thoroughfares many
tiara each year and about ees.000 is
annually expended putting them hack
int.) somel centlitien. but %%kit always
a future certsenty of having them
ruined whenever anlaber deluge
Coo& the countra.
'ere delegatiou coming here was
ghly pleased at the manner of Me-
t recerrt county's maintenance of the
• and. were. cosnmendalde its then
e*seessint 14 104 lek the pace kept
.-.1111161111? 
towards making every highway ie the
tural &strict' of McCracken the best
A graveled roads.
Graves county is net it dollar in
debt, has no outstanding bonds and
if it can be legally done, the fiscal
court of there will have issued about
et woo° or Poo.000 bonds, and the
entire aunt realized in this manner
devoted to converting the dirt roads
into fine graveled pikes.
McCracken county has over • too
pelt, of graveled road, and every
year gravel is being put on many
miles of the dirt thoroughfares, un-
til finally every foot )i road will be
made a graveled pike. In order to
gravel the balance nuereerepidly that
can be dune out of the :small sum
allowed each year for road work out
o die county general revenue fund,
the fiscal court of McCrea*** is con-
sidering issuing etsoetoo worth of
hotels to . perform the entire under-
teeing at once. Theis the small It uin
heretofore allowed each year can be
put in the sinking titanl in future years
I'd enough amassed that eay to re-
deem the bond iSSU. 011 maturity.
County Attorney Barkley thinks this
S can be legally done, and the Graves
county authorities yesterday said if
possilde, they will follow suit ill tle•
mode of procedure, but make the
Graves issuo for i larger sum, be-
cause more miles of clin therough-
fare exists in that county
The 'Mayfield party got thoroughly
posted on every point yesterday and
;Inge Crossland has issued a call for
the Graves fiscal court to meet tn
special session next Saturday and en-
ter into the matter of preparing for
improvement .•f the rural highways.
The queetion has been tmdergoing
I co./tenon out there for many months
tew, and the authorities are deter:min-
ce to act and place Gravegeeinnty on
:.n equal with the other, Kentucky




LEARNED THAT ATTORNEYS HAVE MADE A
DVANCES,
WHICH IF CARRIED THROUGH SUCCESSFULLY. WILL 
RE-
SULT IN PERSONAL BANKRUPT CASE AGAINST E
. REH-
KOPF BEING WITHDRAWN. .'•ND A SETTLEMENT OF 
THE
INDEBTEDNESS BEING MADE - REFEREE BAGBY HAS
MADE NO ORDER WHATEVER DIRECTING TRUSTEE
 REED
TO SUE MR .RICHKOPF IN THE FIRM CASE-INDIV
IDUAL
SCHEDULE SEIM PREPAR ED.
It is learned that negotiation, of a
compromise hate been suggested by
the lawyers in the litigation where E.
Rehkopf has been ordered into indi-
vidual 'bankruptcy by Judge Walter
Frans of the United Stales court at
Louisville. Although the lawyers
hove nothIng to say about the matter
it is known that advances in this, re-
spect have hecu made to see ii the
litigation cannot he dropped by a
cempronuse being . affected, which
voted result in Mr, Rehkopf paying
oil certain indebtedness' and there
withdrawn from the court the actions
pending.
Rending negoti:tiona ler a compro.
mete the Rehkopf lawyers are pro-
ceeding With the preliminaries, hiok-
in appeal being taken to the
Unit, §teeea tit/tract court at Cin-
tents t, ter The Judge Evans order
sent front Louisville directing Refe-
tee Bagby of the Paduceh bankrupt
tribunal, to proceed to wind up the
inilividual business of Mr.. Rehkopf.
In preparing for the appeal the Reh-
*eV Lawyers have been to -Cincin-
nati, executed the appeal bond, and
then direetrd the United States court
ehrk at Lotesselle I coev re- rec-
erds in the case so they cats be lodged
AYith the Cineinnati tribunal in taking
Abe. appeal.
. Tee private 'debts of Mr. Rehkopi
are about $73,000. while Judge Evans
estimates that his ,property will be
eleout the same. If the case can be
comprsemised, it wAl save heth sides
many thousands of dollars) that would,,,
he expended if the Matter went to a
final issue, and then the results de-
'tined lig attained .4g the same time.
..1t 'is believed that something will he
decided upon in the compromise mat-
the difference between use indebted-
ness of the firm and the amount the
concern is capitalized for. The refe-
-.-et has not taken up any of the ques-
tion. in the trustee's petition, thus fa!".
anti no orders of any nature whatever
eitie
PATH TO ALTAR.
Soldier's Wedding Shows He Hae
Two Names and Trouble Re-
sults.
Denver, Col.. Jana. -Paul
n. alias "Jack" Treadwell, a
soldier now stationed at Fort Logan.
after a clean record of services in the
Philippines now faces court martial
for enlisting under an assumed name
end giving false informatien concern-
ing himself at the time of his enlist-
nicet. The deception was brought to
height by ebe recent marriage of Dith-
under the name of Jack Ttead-
N1 to Miss May Hamilton. Dithle-
ton stated that he was related to the
San Francisco Treadwell• and that he
irould soon come into peisesskin of
cortsiderabk 'wealth. The cencieling
occurred at Trinity Methodiet chtirch
agiinst the wishes of Joseph A. Ham-








• This beautiful picture is one of the
very latest productions in the photo-
graphic art,,. and one a the most
pleasing Melees ever produced by
photographoietnnbining the artistic ef-
Referee Ilagby will take up the in- 
feet of the etching with the soft flesh
&virtual matter as soon as the law • 
tints of the water color.
ilnish with other matters 'now 
In order to itroduce this new work
at once, we will make one of these
beautiful pictures absolutely FREE
with regular orders for lone dozen pic-
tures.
This offer is good for a short time
only. Also special prices on all work
for so days. CAII at Studio atintee
this new production and get special
prices. .Respectfully,




WILLIAM J. OLIVER OF KNOX- ALDERMEN IN OFFICIAL SES-
VILLE CAN DIG BIG
DITCH.
SION ORDERED THE EX
PARTE SUIT.
Roosevelt and Teft Give Him Square Final Adoption Given the Ordinance
Deal and the Canal Will Be Due Setting Aside for Each City De- i
at Cost of 6.75 per Cent. partment, Operating Ex-
pense Money.
Weshington, D. Jan. 29.-Will-
iam J..Oliver of Knoxville. Tenn., as-
sociated with two. other contractors
not „yet named, will dig the Panama
canal. Following a conference at the
White House it was officially an-
nounced that the contract would be
awarded to Mr. Oliver provided that
1 withio the next ten days he associ-ated himself with at least two inde-
pendent contractors whose shill and
experience, combined with his own,
shall cover the entire field of the
I
eork to be performed.
The legal representative of Mr.
Oliver announced that there was no
doubt as to his ability to net the
requirements. as at least twenty of
the most responsible contractors in
the country stood ready to join him
in the enterprise.
Mr. Oliver was the loss et bidder in
the recent competition. but he was
joined with Anson M. Bang, of New
York, who. was found objectionable
by the government. .
The official announcement confirms
the statement of last Friday night.
President Roosevelt then took the po-
sition that since gr. Oliver had met
all the requirements of the govern-
ment le would be unjust to reject
his bid of 6.75 per cent for the con-
struction of the canal or even to re-
quire hint t.. submit a new bid for
the contract. . .
Mr. Oliver had informed the presi-
dent that it watt his desire to submit
an independent bid for the work and
that when the canal. commission offi-
cials informed him that it would be
necessary to form a partnership with
some other financially responsible
contractor they even went to far as
to suggest that he enter into an
agreement with Ansoct M Bangs of
New York city.
Mr. Oliver said after receiving this
suggestion from Chairman Shoats he
visited the war department and was
informed that Mr. Bangs would ho
entirely satisfactory to the govern-
ment. Mr. Oliver told the presi-
dent that with this assurance as to
the reliability of Mr. Bangs he Mime.
Idiately entered into an agreed con-
tract with the New York contra:tor.
Powerful influences taco- brought
to bear on the president and Secre-
tary Taft to reject all bids and advere
fiat for new proposals, but the presi-
dent insisted that Mr. Oliver should
be given a reasonable time in which
to make a satisfactory arrangement
to substittee some other contractor
or group of contractors to take the
place id gr. Bang(.
At the White House conference on
Saturday night the friends of the Mc-
Arthur-Gillespie syndicate argued that
the contract figure shouild be het
creased to 9 net cent of the total cost
of construction and that the contract
be awarded to Oliver. McArthur ad
Gillespie.
This suggestion, however. did not
meet with the approval of the New
York firm, who insisted that they
could not undertak.e the work for leas
than 12.50 pee cent of the total cost,
the tigurea mentioned in their orig-
inal bid. The president. Secretary
Taft and the canal commission offi-
cials then decided to award the con-
tract to Mr. Oliver, provided he could
make satisfactory arrangements with
at least two other financially respon-
sible contractors.
Secretery Taft and R. R. Roger's,
general counsel' to the canal commis-
aion, were in conference with die
president for two hours and the Nyhole
matter was again gone over.
"NO GRASS WIDOW."
But the Real Article, and Acquitted
of Murder.
'Amite City, La., Jan. M.-Josephine
Allesce, Ito, her sister, Mrs. Bardetto
Cattlemento, 21, Italians of, marked
1i beauty were acquitted of the murder
(of Joe Cattlemento, 25, husband of
I Mrs, Bardetto Cattlemento. The
!girls %etre accorded an ovation when
the jury exoperated them. Mrs. Cat-
tlemento was in danger of being dct
4aerted. "When Joe boasted," testi-
`Aed Vise Allcsee, ''that there would
l
ite a grass widow in the family, I re-
Ace that there may be a widow, but
cei•tainly not a grass widow. Then
I ,sStit him. A man should not mar-
ry: d pretty girl and then desert her
tor no cause." This caught the jury
end the verdict quickly followed, ..
Ji
Explieit instructions were. given'
last evening by the aldermen to the
city solicitor, directing him to imme-
diately file in the circuit court the
ex parte suit for purpose .of having
tested the legality of the state. lass-
enacted by the Kentucky general as-
sembly twelse months ago compelling
second CLOS. CitieS, which includes
Paducah, to maintain police depart-
ments numbering not less than thirty
...patrolmen. This order WAS given the
solicitor by the aldermen during the
seecial meeting tied by the latter last
night for the ',depose of going first
and second adoption to the ordinance
apportioning to each municipal de-
partment the amount of money to be
allowed thoae departments as operat-
incexpensee during Igoe. Two pas-
sages by the aldermen of this meas-
ure made it binding just as soon as
the mayor signs it, because the coun-
cil passed it tee.ce Monday evening
in extra meeting. The mayor will
attach Isis signature to the document
right away.
When the councilmen and aldermen
as r. "committee of the whole" Mon
day afternoon agreed for this ex pane
suit to be instituted, but as they were
toot in official session at that time.
end the solicitor wanting the order
officially before lodging the litigation,
the necessary instruction was giver.
him last night by the aldermen dur-
ing thter special session, while next
Monday the council will ratife these
directions, and the soliciter be legally
ennowered then to proceed.
The aldermen last night adtapted
the apportionment ordinance without
change, as all the figures have been
Ceeded upon previous to the gather-
ing
While en session the upper board
:•‘..•• allowed the annual interest on
ithe nacio,000 street. markethouse, a
nd




(Continued from Page One.)
house, and prospects are for a most
charming evening, the participants
being well knoen and talented young
People.
The first number is a "Topsy Turvy
Concert," in which parts will be taken
by Mies Jennie Belle George,
Emma Greer, Felen Ratcliffe, Ira
Berry, Regine Tyler, Nina Savage,
under the leadership of Miss Mollie
Coleman.
The socond part it a comic drama
of two act. entitled "A Black Dia-
mond."
The cast is as follows:
Hulce' a "Black Diamond"-Eliza-
beth Kirkland.
Emily Makepeace, Fanny Make-
peace, cousine-by Katherine Powell,
Lucie Powell and Elizabeth Boswell.
Dr. June Aunt Matilda, their aunt,
by gable Berry.
Clairmont Goodell, a college grad-
uate, who works for his board on the
farm. by Edwin J. Paxton.
'Captain Charles Houston and Me.
George Radford, udes of English
type, by Rankin Kirkland and
Douglas Bagby.
Reitz-Pettit,
At ii o'clock this morning MiA.,
Gertrude Reitz and Mr. Leo Pettit
will be united in marriage dt St.
Francis de Sales church by Rev.
Father Jansen. the ceremony being a
quiet affair, witnessed by only the im-
mediate family -and relatives of the
con:acting couple, who immediately
after the nuptials depart for a ten
days' bridal tour to Eastern Ken-
tucky. Returning they take up their
home at thc residence of the groom's
mother, MTS. Mary Pettit, of 302
South Sixth street.
Marry at Princeton.
This morning at Princeton, Ky.,
Mrs. Laura Porter and gr. Samuel
Lcidigh, of Louisville. will be mate
ricd at the home of the . former's
'httirhter, Mks. G. A. Dorr. where the
bride has beet, visiting ior several
wceks. Immediately after the cere-
DON GILBERTO
Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of the
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock." One and all wished him long life and plenly
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies, a chance to
procure the Celebrated
Willow Springs
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in re
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two year,
ago.
Prices For This Month Only
4 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sourenase Whiskey,
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
- 6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
12 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60
PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at McMinnville, Tenn.. by Hennessey & CO., for this
month only at the followirg prices:
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts of Pure Appie Brandy,
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
ma full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60
..
Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continu-
ous run of the still.
Across the "Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in loos.. "Jack and
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. 116 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
"WILLOW SPRINGS"
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have yon ever yet been there?
Take a .1rnk, and you are sure to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tell-
Earth's flowers may blast and the green grass die,
But what care you-"Ales well."
The Willows spring, and the springs speak back,
And the good old world jogs on-
But what care those who have felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
A song may die,
And the world forge t both you and other things,
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow Springs.
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
Down by a shady dere
Let us think and drink ard roil en t'le gra,
For the good old springs won't tell.'
, Eli
Bimn inth, ,
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
At the Home of
WILLOW
SPRINGS"
No. 116 S. Fou-th Street, Paducah, K
mony the newly married couple go to
Louisville to make their home, the
groom being a well known business
man of that city. The bride resided
at Princeton some years ago.
Secretly Married,
Yesterday Miss Georgia Smith and
Professor Hugh Jones, of Princeton,
surprised their friends, by announcing
that they married secretly December
24, at the Arlingto nhotel in Clarks-
ville, Tenn., and had kept it quiet
ever since. The news came ae a de-
lighOul surprise to their many
friends, the couple being of the best
known young people of that ciey. -The
bride is the attractive daughter of
Jailer William Smith, while the
groom is the learned, professor of the
county schools.
Dance by Young Crowd.
The younger' society crowd gives a
dance tomorrow evening at the
-Knights of Pythias hall on Broadway.
The Woman's Club.
The Woman's club meets tomorrow
afternoon at Grace parish house, 'he
business session at 2:30 o'clock, and
the musical session at 3 o'clock, the
latter being lead by Mrs. James
Weille, chairman of the music de-
partment%
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for W.1itehall and Agatite Cement
"We KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
•






liORRIBLY BURNED WERE A
POLICEMAN AND
WIFE.
The Latter Begged Piteously to Have
Her Agonies Ended by Death—
May Die.
Chicago, Jan. 29.—Whi1c both of
hem were enveloped in flames, Pat-
., Rice, a policeman. tick and crip-
Jed, tried to save his wife from
ioling burned to death, but fell bads
exhausted into the bed from which
c had just arisen.
His wife ran screaming to the
ischen and threw herself on a table,
hr hair and clothing burned away:
she clutched at her scared flesh and
when two priests arrived she begged
ahem to give her something to end
her agony.
Both husband and wife arc now at
St. Bernard's hospital and she, it is
will die.
At 6 o'clock Sunday evening, while
11,1rs. lice was preparing supper. she
-started to butnish the stove with a
patent liquid polish which contained
'benzins
Instantly the fluid took fire and
'flared i.p, setting fire to her apron.
•ln another instant her skirt was
ablaze• Mrs. Rice ran through the inter-
vesting. Toon+ ao the on moire
where her husband lay in bed.
Terrified at the sight, Rice jumped
irons his bed, when he had lain for
eleven weeks, and threw a spread
arroyo! his wife. •
„Ile was so week that he could hard-
ly staad. His own clothes caught
fire and he fell in a heap upon the
bed, where he was soon wrapped in
csouds of smoke from a slow fire
limning among the bedclothes.
The agonized woman terrorized
with pain, fled from the room and
ran back to the kitchen. Iler hair
was burned off, her clothing was gone
and death seemed imminent.
In a frenzy of pain she threw her-
vhf upon the kitchen table, terrified
and helpless.
Meantime her little son, Edgar,
aged six years. ran horn room to
room, crying "Mamma's on fire!'
These cries and the scream' of
'Mrs. Rice were heard by Mrs. Em-
ma Bauman, who resides next door.
Leaving her chikl. which has diph-
theria. Mrs. Batsman ran first to the
front door of the Rice home and then
to the rear. Roth were locked.
Running hack to tbc front door.
she broke it in. She . dragged Mr.
Rice out of bed. threw a blanket over
him and then sped to the kitchen.-
Seeing that s.he could do nothing
for the- miserable woman. Mrs. Bau-
man hurried for Dr. John F. Swee-
ney. Soon atter be reached the
house Fathers. D. E. Reilly and E. F.
Rice of St. Cecilia's church arrived.
Piteously and repcatedli Mrs. Rice
pleaded with the two priests to give
her something so end her sufferings
at once.
iiremen were called loll the flames
had been extinguished ..when they ar-
rived. They helped take Mr. Rice to
St. Bernard's, hospital. An ambu-




Indianapolis. Ind.. Jan. 29.—With a
.. bitter ;Mack on the derelict husband.
Senator Farber delivered an impas-
sioned address on the floor of the sen-
ate %vitt n his measure to :mike wife
desertion a felony was up op third
reading. The measure. \shich makes
"fissile:es a state's prison sentence for
I t,e yr -In who leaves his wife, except
The Publisher's
Claims Sustained
UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
The Pi II ,1 i-hers of Webster's International
Dictionary allege that it '' is, in faet.t he popis
lur Cnahridged thoroughly re-csiited mover
,ictaIll. and vteitly enriched in every part, wit h
I he purpose of adapting it to meet the limps
mi severer resquIrementa of another gasagee
• Don:,
We are of the opinion that this tillers/Ion
-most clearly and aecurately de,erilies the
ork that hmi been secomplisibed and the
;mutt that ha4 been reached. The Dictionary,
as It now stands, bee been thoroughly re-
flitted in every detail. has been corrected in
every part, and is admirably adapted to meet
the larger and severer men imiiionta of a
prenerat ion which demands r.1101'C or popular
philological knowledge than any generation
bat the world hasever eoutained.
It is perhaps neediest; to add that we refer
to the do ionary In our judicial work ail ot
the higheirt Authority in accuracy of detIrd-
tion ,• and that in the lutureas in the past it
grill be the source of constant reference.
CHARLES C. ken; Chief Isaias
• LAWRF.VANVELDOS,
.4bbt dib jEttNia.%Witri, •
The above refers to WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
THE GRAND PRIZE
it be Waited award) was even to the Interns.
I ional at the World's Fair, ht. Louis.
BET THE LATEST AND BEST
Yott will be interested in our
specimen otga, seat free. •






she he proved guilty of infidelity, or
who !Caves his children without rea-
sonable support, was passed by a
vote of 38 to 5. The bill as passed
provides a state's prison sentence of
from one to 'three years for the of-
fender Aar a fine of from Sto to Soots
or a jail or workhouse sentence of not
more than one year.
WHAT THE JEW HAS
DONE IN AMERICA'
The Jews are making extraordinary
headway in America, and especially
in New York, in large banking, in-
dustrial and commercial enterprises.
Newspapers and theaters also have
been given into their management.
Kuhn, Loeb & Co.. James Speyer &
Co., and our own house (J. & W. Se-
ligman) are illustrative of what the
Jews are doing in banking. The first
Jews to come here were Portugue e.
They were good men of business. The
Germans, who began to arrive in 1845,
however, were better, and the Rus-
sians. shrewd and- able in all practi-
cal matters, vanquished the Germans.
It is said that Jewish names are over
many of the stores and factories of
New York. True enough; and some
of the best stores and factories at
that. However, it is not generally
known that most of the names arc
Russian.
What has made the Jew so uniform-
ly successful in business? The ani-
mal which is the prey of man and
other animals adjusts itself to condi-
tions and nature lends its help. The
pheasant is as brown as the forest
leaves in which it hides. The squir-
rel can jump from one tree to anoth-
er. Excluded from land and the me-
chanical trades. the Jew adapted him-
self to other things. He had to live
and. •herefore, to work. But there
are iiftsocii characteristics among the
Jews. Moreover, they have had the
laws of Moses. I am 3 liberal Jew,
but I do not lightly cast aside the Mo-
saic writings • and teaching, which
hate governed my ancient race. You
must remember that the Jew takes a
profound ;nterest in the thing he has
to do. lie gives his business all his
time and talent. A moral man. 'he
loves his home and i- there when he
isn't at his store. bank' or factory.
I ant not talking of the young Jew.
the Jew of today, whose life is be-
fore him, but of his father and grand-
father. who wrought out their own
charaters and destiniek.
From Abraham down the Jew has
venerated and obeyed his father.
There is a 'head to every Jewish fam-
ily, and among parents and children
there is more than the usual bond of
affection, loyalty and helpfulness. Ii
you look into the matter you wiill
find few divorces among my people.
There are many more now than for-
merly, but, as I said. I am not de-
scribing or discussing the present
generation. The family of a Jew is
the center of big love and interest.
His bpsiness provides food, clothing.
and a shelter for his wife and chil-
dren. Can't you sec wily he works
and how .closely the affairs of his
world out of doors arc knit into the
affairs of his home and heart? But
he has had a hard fight. His man-
ner and his appearance are against
hint. Ile is not nearly so attractive
personally as the rosy faced, blond
haired Swede who may come in the
same ship
Ile can't work in the streets like
the Italian and negro. because lie is
physically inferior to both. Taught
self-reliance by persecution, he may
go into business for himself. if it be
no more than a rag buyer's push cart.
Conditions and the Jewish law have
made him what he it. There hale
been great Jewish musician', but few
artists and no sculptors. Here again
we find the repression of the law
which says: Thou shalt not make
unto thee any graven image. or any
likeness of anything that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath
or that is in the water tinder the
earth.-
Ninety tliousand Jews are emigrat-
ing to New York annu4v, and we
have considerably more Than 750,000
as it is. 'The United Hebrew chari-
ties collects $350,000 a year, and it
gives the poor Jew a little money un-
til lie can get employment and be-
come Fell-supporting. Unfortunately
a good many of the immigrants go
to peddling at the fish market or in
the streets. Some are shoemakers.
tinsmiths and butchers. Not a few
tind work in sweatshops. The Rus-
sians whose names are seen on the
signs Broadway began in that man-
ner. They lived on what Americans
would throw out, worked early and
late, :aid now they are independent.
Go to the cast side and you will be
askinkhed at the progiess which the
Jews are making. Their ihildren are
in school and are refusing to speak
Yiddish at home or at play. As a
rule they are an industrious, frugal
'and law-observing class of people.
They own things, or will, either mer-
chandise or some little business, and
as men of property tiny will he eon-
se real lye citizens.
Not any considerable number of
Jews arc accepting Christianity in this
seountry. Proselyting societies have
been formed, but they- are a waste of
money and effort. The American
Jew has all the rights that others
have. and he gaips nothing by reject-
ing his religion. I am sorry to say.
Intwever. that many of tin- foremost
Jews. in Germany are being baptized.
An ()hi law Which keeps them out of
the army and deprives then: of other
ntif)his1.ffices and privileges is blamed
Tele-
gram.
cot their ricereaney.—New York 
. cKANSAS 'WHEAT BELT HORSES THAT DIVE 
TWO THAT PRILTOltlg RIACITTLatae
LY BEFORE AIIDLINCRS.
LEGION IN WHICH ARE HAW?
HOMES OP CULTURE.
rhe Only Zeal Work of the Ywtr la
During the Harvest elesson--
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There it. homes on the wheat
ranches where culture rigiza. Hooka,
cletures, music., photos sad Norma-
pars keep the inhabitants In touch
with the beat things at Me, says Air
'Ceases City Star. The osseous tail of
te wheat harvest Is mostly tinasizt-
try. The only real work af the Yeat iZ
wrists the weak of harvest. TonaluS
•be soil with a riding plow Is not hard.
is farm work goes. Planting the wheat
a tth a drill is easy Waiting for It
to grow is not such degradlag labor.
%len who raise three crops at alfalfa
a year work bardwiiimemor thee
to the wheat harvemere The batmen
eands are softened. wsakestad Vadat:Xs
ef enervating city Ilte, mail that is why
the work seems hard. The harvest
season Is a godsend to these mew The
outlet to the country for a season of
*creating toll soothes the nerves of a
'ermenting "'unapt the idly breeds
and barbora.
The tamers of the wheat bat, cm
the whole, seem Is be shoo: the hap-
piest ssrioultustate to he found. The
sepia growth of the western enmities
Uito the gigantic wbeat-prodesiag see
lion that It aow is has sillerse
opportunity for all the farmed of
managing ability to build up meder-
ate fortune, and acquire large treats
et laari. These they lune miconed
with splendid homes, osehards eat
shade trees, and have stashed with
tne cattle and good breeds at all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt Is alas
"the greatest gram lead is tee
mirth" That is, native grass grows
there in profusioa and it makes the
best grazing of' any grass snap. All
this. things have enabled the progres-
save farmers to surround thestionos
with everything that goo" to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything that easses late
their lives. At a glance they can tell
whith of two steers will gala a pound
the quicker and on a gi% GC ration, and
this same faculty makes them Judaea
of human ckaracter as well They
',mow what kind of men they are dee:-
ins with and treat them acoordinglY.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace aad
"clown on his luck." has been singled
out by the farmer or his skis as am.
St for better things. Such a man Is
treated an one of the family. His
story is learned U he wishes to tail it
When the harvest Is over he Is gives
steady work. The bond that throve
people together of an eqaal plane of
thought becomes established
Cease of this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat belt_
Said one farmer's wIfe—she traLvd her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
hutoric names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
of the most interesting thhias ef the
harvest is studying the claraeter el
the men hut year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His band got
sore in the harvest and I dressed It
and doctored him the beat I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked lalm
what was the matter with IL He said.
The blood does not circulate in IL'
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a sca; that was frightful. Ha
had been in some scrape and had re-
ceived a bad cut, which had been
mewed up by ,a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
why don't you write to your folks, I
know that you have a home and that
your parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two Let-
ters. Awhile later he said to ue: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinnet
xith my folks to-morrow In Golden
Cot.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in hie pocket, he bade et
rood-by. We soon received a lette-
from his mother. thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have accumu-
lated much land In the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller tracts and so thlok-
ly settled that the local market we'
supply all the labor needed in the !tar-
test. That will mark the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers sudienly lose all control of
their powers, the usual explanation ot
:ramps is beginning to be looked upon
is insufficient. I: has been noticed
that persona having diseaae Of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are especially ha
hle to such steledents, and as the
semicircular canals are the organs of
direction, it Is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage in this dellents
structure from a blow by the waves
would result In utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly ponntl
are therefore warned against swim
!fling in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prize unbought. and is
-freest, purest in its flow when It oomes
ulisonght. No getting into heaven, as
a place, will compass It, You must
carry it with you, else It is not there
You most have it in yos, an the mush
of I well-ordered soul, the fire of a
holy purpose, the welling up out al
the central depths of eternal springe
that hide the waters thera-.41erallie
Pushnelt
u..; - "::"" • -seises-
Animals Seem to Entity the Pun as
much ras the People Who Witness
the Performanoe--Vcriety
of Equine Tricks.
The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domes.
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, is
nodally, from their ions associatioa
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught • great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St Nicholas. We have all see*
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or has
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they are In their charges.
neith 
theirekrinstod,pnopingralltwpillg withosay tbneriboult
their master to relieve them of their bur-
dia. Other feate that these faithful
creatures often perform ate: "Beg-
gin," "rolling ova.," walking and dans-
tag on their hind legs, and jumping ewes
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show eonaiderable
batelligenoe in unfastening gates or let-
ting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful teats that
I bare ever ease performed by horses is
the high diets, by "King" and Noma.'
These two beautiful animals were tabled
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
Ring has dark. lust:oat eyes, while tas
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkleh muzales, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
groomed, as such valuable animals
should be.
It is said that they were both kept is
pastures on the opposite sides of a river,
Lb. bank on the side os Melt King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water, both animals had always show's
a foadness for the water, and one would
oftea make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join Its mate From
watching this performance was con-
ceived the Idea of training them to in-
hibit In public.. i.e Idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
A "knock-down" staging was con-
structed. and Is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
It has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top Is about 30 hat above the water
about two feet below the top platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their feet Just before making
the plunge; This Is so that their bodies
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance
They require about 12 feet of water
In which to make their dive. They are
most 'often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit Is dug, and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and In this
Improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice daily—In the afternoon and even-
ing.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen first,
is led to the foot of the incline. With a
Ices pf her heat she quickly runs to the
top of the staging, looks over to see If
the course is clear, then without hesita-
tion drops her fore feet to the small plat-
term and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the head thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock Is not unduly
great. They are under water from three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and more
deliberate than Queen; he goes up the in-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top tc
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying separently to attraet
attention to himself. He makes the
ntore graceful dive of'the tee), keepina
his fore feet straight. while Queen has
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
es they tome from the water they an
rubbed dry, covered with blankets, ea
let tc the stable, where ',hey are careful-
ly groomed
Occasionally we find some one 'the
tistake_it is cruel to "ir the" horses Iv&
from such a height. but the fact is that
they do not appear to dislike it at all
sad they cpetainly like to be in the
water. winitch rno-e fortunate are
they than many of their Lind that have
to eo the hardest sort of um* irons
morning until night, and often
epon scanty or Insufficient ratioius!
These horses have the ',est of care, tto
vest of ft..)d. and plenty of exercise and
apparer tip are ir the best of health end
humor. 'They have been exhibited from
the Atlatitic to the PacIr.c ocean and in I
Europe.
Love's Labor Lott.
The automobile rushed down tin
road—huge. gigantic, sublime. °vet
the fence hung the woman who w)r):'
hard and long—her husband is at the
cafe and she has 13 little ones,. (An um
lucky number.) Suddenly upon tin
thirteenth came the auto. unseeingalew
him, and hummed on unknowing. The
wolpan who works hard and long rushed
forward with hands, hands made rough
with toll, upraised. She paused and
stood inarticulate—a goddess, a giantess.
Then she hurled forth these words of
derision. Of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
I'd just washed him!"—Ise Sport, Paris.
Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremony had come to a
close. The mother sniffed convulsively,
and the bride dabbed he r pretty eyes
wilha handkerchief. One of the brides-
taaldft was also affected to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a grooms-
man of the bridesmaid; "it's not eons
wedding." The girl looked at hilt ECM..
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good hea!th and this com-
bined with modern sari:sty
fixtures helps to beep the doctor out
of Y"r house. "Sloodasir Pi.::
Enamtqed pi.:rtab:rtg fixtures mak e
healthy bath room, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own,
If you intend milder, bath morn im-
provements, in us show you &worse, of
this famous ware. We puararree good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your .:ob.
P: D. HANNAN.
Phones aor 133 St. 4th.
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckt3am '-
u-_ws ALL OF surrin----aan
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Th. First Time Their Pictursa Rave Ever
Been Published.
•
he Evening Peet has for weeral year; • Ateilyorcil to aecnre pietime. of al) Kentictl-yCoveruc,a and Las at lai,t rtuceecled insec ,.ring then: through the asaistancelaf the ,'en-ba&i kttatorical society. •
In order to place these pictures In a permanent form, they have been arranged In a'group in an up-t.-dsts Atlas showing Kentucky wilth the late.' Ce13.0.. pictures orall the preld3ent4 of the United Rates. Rulers and Plata of all nationa, steamship routes,statidical data. history of the Rtuino-Japan War. iitso late map.' of the raised Idatea. Psi,-awl Canal. Fustern and Western hemisphere, reports ut the last thre national censusand mach utber historical information.
Thai cie/gare and saleable Allis ta.fliteS I. ALL. everargo PO.. 1' mac:meas.V net rank' a subscriber send Si.oci for a full year's satpeription by mail or $1.00 for Marentalh's autaseription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub.• script iou t.-ice by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The rvening Post publishes six or mole editionsdas thilyae 
moat State 
and latest ne  editionwsaisndarnbteatto
The Peening Post is first in everything add 
ha
market reports.




ZIP fainting FOOL L OUIS VI L LE. KY .
NCIMMA.
66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
, Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire, *)
Will Stand Reloading.
































'County Work a Specialty.







• Practice in all the courts of th
State4 Both phones 31.
Reanie 1, 11, 3 and 4, Register Build-
log. si3 1 -2 Broadway.
C. MARRING SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
p3 1-0 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





Hi. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE eig BROADWAY
TILLEPHONES:
'Residence, 296; %Juke, 35$,..
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip be EVANSVILLE AND
RIEURN, Continuous Pasaag•e.114.00;
Unghilsd ncket Is.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIIRO, party
of five or over, 91.30 each, without
meals; 9a.00 with meals.
Obod manic on all the boats.. For
furtbec particulars see
a. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVES FOWLER. City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.












OLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOR
,
LAWYElt.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Rpm 224, Fraternity Buildini.
Mew Phone ii4 Old Phone 41I4A
• R. T. LIGHTFOOT
• Lawyer.
• 
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tuck'.




Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120
Residence 8ro Broadway.
Phone 149.
Polar seas arc in evcry case shal-
lower than tropical.
woman talks about herself-eor
.bout some other woman.
'There is 'a awe reeard tor iaithful
silenCe.--elloracc
t Was the Rego et the 'Treat&
, Court.
Franklin booms the fashion of the
asafion. For the court itself dabble/
a little in liberal ideas, wrote Jolts
Hay, in "Franklin in Franco" In Om
tury. So powerful was the vast im•
Pules of free thought that then multi
enood the mind of Frazee-that sea
ceptible French mind that always an
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration-thAl
even the ,highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. This
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights In their debit;
way, as if they were oily a now gams
for their amueement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible import
of those words. It became very mach
the accepted titles at court to rave
about Franklin. The Youlla sad 10••
iy queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and gracious 'toward hint
The languid courtiers examined
natural eclipses to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides and
Pbocion.
It is sad to think of the otter as
consciousness of these amiable aristo
crate. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was a portent and s
prophet to them. He was lacaroati
damocrsey, and they petted him
They never Imagined that in showerthe
their peat aatured homage upon this
austere republican they were owins
the wind which would Open in an ave
ful harvest of whirlwiada. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de
velopmene the queen lamented bitter
ty the folly of these ovations to (hi
great democrat There was one sags
clous head that was wisely shake,
over Ores, Indheoetions while they
tasted. Joseph IL, emperor of Aus
trite brother to the queen, who was
in Parts on his travels, and who wa•
as much of a democrat himmelf as an
emperor can be, when his sister re
buked his coolness on the Ansericat
question. replied . "Maoism, the trade
I live by is that of a royalist."
Court incense could not tarn the
philosophic head say more then no
loud acclaim of tie people. When
Franklin found lOmself the honoree
Vest of royalty, his theeights reverted
to those faraway days of his boyboec
when his father used to quote to him
in the old candle shag at Boston, tio
words of the we man, "Beset tbeu a
man diligent in his beldam's' lie shall
stand before kings." The old Sage
beard the ache et that paternal voice
resounding over half a eentury, and
Dew atel strange light as of prophecy
fultillee, illesninel the immortal
words. Surely se) man ever lived more
diligent in his business. Surely no
man ever stead, 'with ire of the in
nate dignity el upright manhood, be
fore Unix
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Triter Tells Why Geed
Clothes Are Not Sc Often
Seen.
"There are fewer well deemed men
In BrczAway at the present time than
I have known for several years," said
an tiptoe% tailor, reports the Sun. "At
the same time there are' more well
dressed men in New York now thee
ever, because there are more men hers
than ever, but the good dressers art
not on street parade.
'You And them at the dubs, at the
places of amusement. The day of the
Sroedway dandy has passed. though
If you dotibt this take *stroll through
Broadway on ar.y afternoon when the
weather man has made good on his
forecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
well dressed men than any other city
In this country there was more leisure
is New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too much engrossed with his
business to idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners.
'Whoa he is at bustnese he appears"
In business attire. When he quite
business he disappears from the street
and comes out in proper attire elms
we're later In the (lay.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
formerly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have men
from all parts of the country. They
are ear.oualy arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the °rush the well dressed
man is not as conspicuous as he used
to be.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so mans
of the properly attired the good dress-
ers had it all their own way. In that
day one could get the styles by watch-
ing the procession."
No Dancer.
"Now, Mr. Newiome," the vestry-
man, who was decidedly low "church."
said to the ere rector, "there's °lit
thing we demand of our reckor; there
mast be no surplice here-"
"Surplus?" interrupt.' the Ftsy. Mr
Netroome, "therel nd danger of that
on the iralary olI pay.--PhIladelphla
Fres*: ...barroS
hudatItS
WhloW-But he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to do with
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
sf beautiful clothes.-thicago Sun.
Personal Hatter with Him.
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounder.
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
ineetings, and now all the money lie
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Invainedi
"What kind of man is old Whew
kits?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?" said the other. "He's
the contrariest, most selfish old wretch
that ever lived. When one of hie
teeth aches, there's not another toot)
in his head that sympathizes with it.
-Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
She-I wonder what ailment the kilo-
big germ causes.
He-Palpitation of the heart-Chi-
cago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A darts( yovng scan named Meseta
Fell out of • bus.ed balloon;
He fell ea Ma neck.
Eselatialag: •-'13y Heck.
I reckon I landed too aeon."
-Milwaukee tienunei.
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-lie shoots craps for mosey
Manama-My dear child! And yo.
aon't think that's aloe, do you?
Tommy-Naw, be always wins ee.
eirytAlng I got -Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon-And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh. Algernon: Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language'. -Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her
It struck him that' he had sever beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing telly
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear." ehe
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
MIllicent-it doesn't seem quite rig!'
fee those men to court that young widow
eo soon after her husband's death. •
Hortenee-,But this is an exceptional
ease. Everybody is saying that black Is
unbecoming to her -Puck.
Appropriate.
gee-yee. nuehly says she's going I
to have her winter hat trimmed lintel
Staffed squirrels.
lie-Well. I always said she was In
alined to be nutty In her sky-piece.-
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is you: son getting on with kit
work"
"BeautifellY." answered the father ot
the gilded youth. "Re never troubles
it, and it never seems to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
leg so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just go: off." said a passenger
" without paying his fa re." -De troll
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything is quiet over Is
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham-Oh, yes; a man over there
has just patented a noiseless baby oar-
ringe.-Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness. het you are tight!" sale
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh.--a eeeland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he Is dying tot
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
• yOrt expect his dying to ao you any
good."-Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Katcher-Jack writes for 964
quick to buy books.
Knicker-Strikes me those college
books must be among the six beat WI-
ers.-N. Y. Sun.
One Good Point
"Was his flying machine sauces's'?"
"Oh, yes; it failed to work before II
ettfr nough up to haet.."-Life.
Bain Numerous in Ger-
many.
Uonsul General Guenther, of Frank-
tort, reports that during the year 1908
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
poted for 1903. The largest number of
Ionvictions occurred at Berlin, where
an inerease from 598 in 1902 to 645 in
1903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
This large increase is due to the effecta
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 in 1902. For knowingly vice
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
Prohibition of imports to prevent rind.
erpena as weS ea es remsbatkass In
prevent contagion In the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
tut use of articles liable to spread ooze
tagious diseases before disinfection.
931 persons were convicted, against 2,-
173 in 1902, showing a decrease of 24
per Gent For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 69 persons were
searleted, against 87 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
queer Difficulties Encountered
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
by
Fusels who undertake to assist
their children in the preparation 01
their school lemons encounter SOM.
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pre
seats stumbling blocks that trip up tht
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
that benighted age youthful students 03
arithmetic were taught that in an ek
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the srtgrit, while the re
inainder was written at the end of the
sootiest Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the time. now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornfully correct
then.
"Oh, that isn't right," they expla
in
"You must put it down this way."
Then, acmr4lag to present-day In-
struction. they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder l
a
the little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before then
eccentricities of modern education th
e
parent atts amazed and helpless, tr
ying
to prepare himself for the next 
innovis
Lieu, which will probably be to soaks
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
Horses of the Present Day 
Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Prolasibly not half a dozen boreal 
are
comparisoned to-day as they were 2
0
years ago, says Country lAte in Am
eri-
ca. Harness In this country th
en was
distinctly American in type, as wa
s
the horse of a decade earlier, 
but if
that harness, whether for gig or 
car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive 
or
In the park to-day It would be greete
d
with supreme ridicule, although it was
then considered the proper t
hing
Whatever may have been our opinions
then we now know what is right. It
was only • matter of education and we
were apt scholars. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. I
t
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when Wm
one or two animals were shown in
English harness the "something
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
no sooner recognized than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the Ingliali
type of barmen is used 'remitter,.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer,
11111 leather two inches thick, such
being worth about 1500 a side, bring.
Ins, as It does, 62.60 a pound.
"It takes four or five years to tan a
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as Iron
"it takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather ot
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 78
Med a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is used chilly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
jewelers. It Is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheelie Walrus Is
durable leather and It Is especially
desirable in this use because It pol-
ishes without scratching."
Analysis.
"Micky, wot is a philant'ropist?"
"Well, It's like this-if I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't tooth'', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
Utiegs."-Life.
The Division.
Edgar- In winter the Ice man has
my eympapthy.
()scar- And the coal man you
money.- -Town Topics.  •
NOT MANY A.PPLIGATIONS AT
=scrum TIME.
The Sort of Men Who Are in Zvi-
deuce at the Government Zn-
listing Office and Their
Number.
• 
"Recruiting?' The keen-eyed maim
who has charge of the recruiting office
on Third avenue swung around in his
swivel chair. "This ia the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time a 'he year when there are so few
enlistmeata."
"For what reason? Oh, the election.
I think. The men can get more work
and better pay outside Net now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't always patriotisis
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced officer shook he
head, relates the New York Time&
"No. Sometimes it's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others jot,
the army through love of adventure
but there are some," the iightin
man's blue eyes kindled; "there ar,
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, wh'
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered th
mom. Ile had mened the physict
examination and safely run the gay
Let of the other departments and ha,
at last reached the foal court. Tb
recruiting officer looked the boy ove
with a military keeaness that was no
unkindly.
"Your age?" he asked, in a Dna.
tone.
"Twenty-one." answered the boy.
"Will your parents certify to that/
9 have none," sad the youth, stem
lly, but with a nervous fingering cf hi
soft hat. "I'm an orphan:"
The officer asked him several ottp
Questions and brought the intervies
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he sal"
test as the buy's face clouded, he &de
el: "Bring certifications as to yot
see and character rnd a recommend
Ion from the last man for whom yo
eorke I. If they are satisfactory l'
eatist you to-morrow.-
-it's his age," explained the main.
lie doesn't lock anywhere sear 21
"Bat can't boys of 18 enlist!"
"Certainly, but nut without thei
earents' consent. They- have to brie
eaeurs from their parents and let:-r
it recommeudatioa before we'll take
them."
"And married men!"
"Generally speaking, in times oh
'rare they're barrel. Cakes the redo
ad of come regiment Is willing to tak•
s trair.ed man it is against the regte
lathes to enlist hlm. You understand
there's ne provision made by the gov
erument for the support of the fam-
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the 'toinedicts are practic-
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yee, indeed, they ttometinme slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them, if they get tired of
arnty life, or think they are in any
danger, resurrert their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
heir discharge from the serv:ce.
Then they are dishonorably dis-
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is much less work In
the first two. A cavalryman has to
take rare et' his horse am well as his
equipments; he has the work of the
Infantryman and about as much again.
On the field when ramp is pit
ched,
be has to look out for his horse txl
he can attend to his own wants. The
eitillery offers the most advantages
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average In this office we
have from 1.300 to 1.500 enlistmen's a
year. For i t ; years Sall
Francisco 1 o. record fol.
enlistments, Ws, :los; le•-ause there
are more reenlistments there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco. and the great
number of thole who again enter the
army enlist In the western city."
—
Turtle in the Mail.
When the last western pom h was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post ontee a huge 
snap-
ping turtle walked oat of the pouch
 and
seated itself ou top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp
penmen t. The turtle had enough
stamps on its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had been lost'In transit. und
er
the rules of the dspartment. the tudle
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to corer Its
shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and. despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to nelegate
the turtle to the eoup-pot.-Newark
News.
Everything Accepted.
"You seem to think a good deal of
that man."
"Well, I ought to," admitted the yousg
author. "He's tiro only person who
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor. eh?"
'No; he passes the plate at our
church."-Pittsburg Post.
Meat Discarded.
In 17rienay. until within a few yea
the sale of hides was tne only psi-to?
cattle intiustry (bar yids:v.1 any ea




Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We knov/\how to show
you perfseqes. Our knowledge
of these requisites Is what en.
able us to give, you perfumes
that have not detonated since





The KING OF ALL
aosom 1RONERS
WHY?
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Of stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly mid with-
out injaryi
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by









Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hano
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything




NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA T ED
lips win,. Day and Night
atailugue School
Excursion




excursion oat of Paducah.
• 
SLIM For the Rou
nd Trip ta
UV Tennessee river & rotor
It is a trip qf pleasure, 
comfoa
and rest; good service
, good tab)
good roams, etc. Boats 
leave each
Wednesday and Saturday a
t 5 p. a





















R Cherry Juice Cough R
Syrup
Bronicals M





R MONEY BACK IF R








votimi Cs. \ 'Y'Ittstjtiotly ihows that li-
n• *ea
•eate., should be paid - M January; yet
• startno• avant peetile ,settpi to forget it. This
a • q fintendest,,as:'n ,friendly reminder
YOI:E. GOOD.
tbii per cent must be added to all
•aro etapeaasea. after; February 1. Naturally
parer lettiikois nOt a °pleasant obligation • to
"rttie. It is also an unpleasant duty
°•11)••1 ='‘Eak'ille treasurer to collect it. There-
. essosiet
nitenalemaaoolit ot cedeavor to avoid it, by your
"••• •••P tie ; p: attention.
.st .10, • e•Every business, occupation, agency
• nd profession u liable for a license.
• .ar. .
nao. nindly call at the city treasurer's of-
at your earliest convenience that
1,1s. 1 •
• 0 • • -..0U 01.1), save this penally, and greatly





THI HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING 1513 OR CALL AT 42.11
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT ,THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE.
SIGN'S. ARTISTIC, ATTRAC-
TIVE. UP-TO-DATE PIC-







Illinois Central Brakeman Diess in
Peculiar Manner.
• faccatur, Ill.. Jan. on—Death from
swallowing hi' .1Wft brains wa; the
verdict of the coroner's jury at the
--ataaaaaa.-iiseueet over the body of George E.
the Illinois Central brake-
man who was injured by falling into
. • the machinery of the pumping station
To. near Pana. Thomas died at 1 o'clock
day morning. The case was the
st4.petialiar ever treated by sue-
eons of this %section of the state.
The sphenoid bone at the !lase of
the akitil was broken and the skull
O•actured in such a way that the
inan's brains were permitted tb ooze
- down into his mouth. After a ccr-
. lain amount of brains had collected in
aattes month Thomas would become un-
conscious until he se:wallowed, after
vhich he quickly regained conscious-










Mayfield ' Messe twee, - 
of the-Editor James
terday CM business. 
TC yes-
-
Mr. George Goddard,, the Mayfield
paint contractor, was here yesterday
on business.
Mr. Thomas Riddle, the tailor, has
returned from a several year resi-
dence:in the West, and will remain
here.
FORCE JOHN R. ROBERTS Rev. J. W. Blackard haa returned
from a ten days' trip visiting the
different Methodist congregations in
Western Kentucky.
Mr. Win. S. Gilbert of Evasville,
Ind.. is in the city on business.
Mr. M. 0. Young and wife of Jack-
son, 'renn., are Visiting Miss Nellie
Hudson of West Jefferson.
..Mr. John Trent 'has returned from
Memphis, Term.
Mr. H. H. Loving went to Kuttawa
yesterday.
Baggagematiter Wm. Flowers, of
Yeoerday :it Louisville Attorney the Union depot, is in Memphis at-
John ('owper. of Smithlapd, filed a tending court.
petition before Judge Walter Evans-, Miss Fannie Werth of Llopkinsville
of the United States court, in which 
is visiting Mrs. C. W. Lewis of
South Tenth.
the attorney seeks to have Y. II. Ne1-1 Miss Carrie Weil of Cleveland.
son & Sou, of Hampton. Inivinnnl" Ohio, is visitiug her au, Mrs. Henry
county, thrown into involuntary bank- Weil of Sixth and Proadway.
ruptcy. The Nelson firm is the dry' Miss Bettie Smith goes to Los
goods and general merchandise con-I Angeles, Cat, Friday, after remain-
PAPERS FILED TO FORCE NEL-
SON FIRM OF HAMPTON,
LIVINGSTON COUNTY.
ATTEMPT BEING MADE
F. E AND AUGUSTA LANG.
STAFF SUED NELSON AND
MARTHA OWEN.
Merritt Breach of Peace Case Left
Open With Understanding Hus-
band Is to Leave Wife Alone.
cern of Hampton, proprietors of
which .tire well known to the business
world of Paducah. .
The judge has not yet set the day
on ahieb he will hear this proceeding,
and if he finds evidence sufficient, he
will order the firm into bankruptcy
and pass the litigation to Referee
Lagby of the Paducah branch of the
bankrupt court for 'he firm's business
to be wound up.
Petition Against Roberts.
Creditors of John R. Roberts, the
dry goods and notion merchant, of.
Paducah. hate filed a petition before
judge Fears also, asking that the
Paducahan be forced into bankruptcy.
MT. Roberta made an aseignment ten
days ago. naming Ed Farley assignee.
This bankruptcy matter haa not yet
been acted on by the Louisville judge.
Filed Suit On Note.
F. E. and Augusta L.augstaff )c*-
terday filed suit in the circuit court
against Nelson and Martha Owen
for collection of $687.5o claimed due
on a note defendants executed to
plaintiffs January 28, term and which
piece of paper was made payable in
twelve months To secure the note
plaintiffs gave a mortgage on prop-
erty on NVashington near Ninth
street. and defendants now ask that
this property be cold and the proceeds
applied to payment ofahe note.
0 • Matter Left Open.
Justice Charles Emery yesterday
took up the breach of the peace war-
rant against 1.. D. Merritt. and it was
agreed to leave the matter open and
nothing farther done, if Merritt would
.not bother his wife, E. S. Merritt
again. She had the warrant issued
on the ground that lie came to 'her
and raised a racket. They do not
reside together.
Goods Attached.
S. S. Spiscy, agent for II. For-
comb, yesterday attached house hold
goods on the wharfboat, belonging to
Sherman Crowell, to satisfy a WA°
debt the latter owes the other house
rent. The papers were taken out in
the court of Justice Charles Emery.
INLAND TOWN NOW
IN RIVER BED
Owensboro, Ky., Jan. ace—Stanley,
an inland town of Daviesa county a
few days ago, now lies on 2 river
which runs before the village stores.
The bank of the Ohio river has
broken and water is flowing in a tor-
rent through Stanley of. Green river.
a distance of 13 miles. The finest
farms in Davies: county arc being
washed away.
But for this condition of affairs the
L.. H. and St. L. trains could be
running through from Louisville to
Evansville, Chief Elltgincer Cox, of
the L.. H. tind St. L. road, says that
a work train will he sent to Stanley
and an effort will be made to repair
the damage done the track at that
place. Stanley is two miles loan the
Ohio river and 12 miles from Green
river. The first trains on the L.. H.
and St. I- road for a week came
down from Louisville Sunday. The
river ecintiauca to fall rapidly at thin
point.
CARNATION DAY.
Hundreds Seen Yesterday Weariog
chapped rough the Pretty Flower.
Orin. Makes the skia soft,
:=1-id white. Removes all blenitaltet.'
"used by 'the- cold Winds.
4.petiegitiol tO nee after shaving.
row./ vr ; lar.vpri;




mood, Yeeterday was observed quite ex-
tensively in the City of Pidecall as
'Carnation Day.4 in honor of the
anniversary of the birth of President
William McKinley. Ifunnreds could
be seen, the gentlemen with the pret-
ty flower dropping from theie coat
lapel, while the ladies had them pinn-
ed to their waists, all in memory of
the martyred chief executive %chi
went to his grave by the ashassin's
bultet.
As the preaidnet's most favored
flower was the Carnation, it is always
worn on the anniversary of his birth-
day. •
ing several months here where she
was called by the fatal 'illness of her
Late father, Dr. J. N. Smith, Jr.
Miss Mattie Lou MeGlathery goes
to Dresden, Tenn., Strnday to visit.
Mr. sad Mr eHernian Zuber, of
Murashysboro, Ill., are visiting the
family of Engineer Pat Grogan, of
ilrimbk, near Tenth street.
Editor George Catlett. of Prince-
"ton, is in the city on hirsinesa.
As yet Captein Frank Phillips has
received no word from headquarters
showing when the Lee lint boath
will TtsUtilt He hardly- believes they
will start out before next week
t
ree.gigedsnta: Word front beadquarteral
'shoWingtwhen the Lee line beatsiewill,
resume:. He h4rdy believena they.
will -start out before next week.
This afternon at 5 o'clock the
steamer ,City of Memphis departs for
the Tennessee river. She comes back
next Monday night.
The latittorff gets in today from
flarksville, and leaves immediately
for Nashville.
The -steamer Kerthicky comes ont
of the Tennessee. river toniennow
night and lies at the wharf men Sat-
urday afternon at 5 o'clock before
siderpetairmting on her return to that
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evanseille and gets out at once
for her retufn ChM Way.
The ferryboat Bettie Owen con-
tinues to make only her Brooliport
trips each day on account of the high
aaier submerging the upper Illinois
landings 'opposite the foot of Broad-
way. She cannot make the latter un-
til the river falls.
Engineer "Babe- Hart has returned
from Duck river, above Johnsonville,
I where he had to leave his boat, the
Mary Anderson, which got' high and
dry on a sandbar. The boat ventured
up that little river farther Shan it
should, and the stream falling about
twenty ffet one night, left the boat
high and dry where she is now. Me.
Hart says it is an actual fact that
the fall was twenty feet one night.
The Kit Carson has gone to Mem-
phis to cuter the towing trade.
The John S. Hopkins arrives- from
Mound City Friday, having been
overhauled there On the marine ways.
She will re-enter her Paducah-F.vaps-
ville trade right away.
The I. N. Hook has arrived from
the Tennessee river with tics.
I The Margaret did not get away nil-
til ycsterda yfor the Tennessee river
after ties.
The Joe Wheeler has arrived front
Chattanooga and will be here several




Austin. Tex., Jan. Jo—The testi-
mony unrolled in the investigation of
Senator Bailey's connection with the
Standard Oil Trust today was of the
kind which sinks-home tot. the heart
of a juror. It was cold and diapas-
'innate
If. Natielapi. auditor el the Water..-
Pierce Oil company, identified papers
introduced in the case as published
by the Examiner and stamped them
genuine, lie said that there might
have been a few erasures, but that
the transactions reported were origi-
nal.
J. P. Greet was placed on theoaand
tonight. lie testified that :be per.
ported reorganization of the Waters-
Pierce Oil company was no reorgan-
ization at all but that it was merely
a trip to Jefferson City. a new charter
and then business was conducted as
before, lie said that operations of
the Standard were carried on through
a council composed of the heads of
the tarious companies and that this
council met regularly.
"s6 Broadway Tainted?
He said that the Standard Oil corn-
patty's. auditor visited the Waters.
Pierce Oil company at regular in-
terests. He staied that on numer-
ous occasions the Standard sent word
from New York to the sub-companies
that mail would be forwarded to the
side street entrance of the 26 Broad-
way building, as that address was get-
ting tainted and suggestive.
Mr. Gruel testified that Mr. Pierci
told Oirn not to. Nave the papers re-
lating to Senator Bailey lying around
for the clerks to see them, as they
were confidential transactions. Ile
said that he put them in his pet-saint
papers and when he left the service
of the company they were taken with
those private papers to - his home,
where he later found them.
Ile said that the notation of the
Soso° voucher indicated that • that
amount had been paid by Mr. Pierce
to Senator Bailey. He said that he
had made on this voucher, at the in-
struction of Mr. Pierce, the notation
"Account of Texas cases."
The Woo° Note.
This point created sonic stir in the
committee room. He said that the
The Buttorff gets in today from






Bailey had said that
him that he had the papers and asked
him to use hi. influence with Mr
Pierce to get him to pay his fGrnet's1
claim for Salkocio. He testified eon
cerfiing his delivery of the papers to
1 the 
Examiner ten days ago, as well
as his interview published in that arlen
I paper.
As a general summary of the day
'tbe evidence has been the-most un-
favorable to Senator Bailey that has
yet been introdasiedi.




The State Board of Health is Delving
Ines Charges of Criminal
Operation.
I.
A fine lutui e ss os 411.41Vcruti 1:1
evening by Dr. C. Brothers ti
"Seborraje" during the weekly meta
it of the McCracken County Medical
society, which aseembled at the office
of Drs. Stewart and Bass on the sec-
ond floor of the Fraternity building
Another exciellent address was that
5y Dr. J. T. Reddiek. it being isa
"flew-is* and Its Complications."
The next session of the body of
professional me'n will he the corning
Tuesday evening with Dr. J. O.
Lrooks, of the Truchart building, on
Treadway. "Retini6s" will be the
topic for a lecture by Dr. H. M. Chil-
dress, while Dr. Brooks speaks on
"Botiorrhea." •
After the Doctors.
A dispatch from Louisville yester-
day stated as follows regarding the
state board of health's work towards
weeding out the criminal operation
evil:
"The State Board of Health. which
recently went on record to make ev-
ery cfort to prevent physicians per-
forming criminal operations, met' yes:
terday to consider cases brought to
its attention. The board drcicfed that
D.r. W. R. Rubel of Smith's Grove,
Warren county, was guilty of per-
forming a criminal operation. hut de-
(erred the matter of revoking his tic-
ease until the neat meeting, me the
members' desire to be given further
enlightenment on the law governing
the case. The case of Dr. R. T. Rudd
of Fulton. Ky., charged with the same
offense, was coatinued until February
to.
• 1)11 the same date the ease of 13r.
Sae's% Murphy. of Louisville will he
heard. Dr. Merphy is accused of per-
forming the operation olOris caused
the death of Miss Katie Bryant ,if




Yewtwee. 1n41.. Jan. ion-Teddy.
a 'Jr-last ing tie) to -r *he - n-atet
the las,' wagon id the local' i et de-
partment. is a tethacen tired In
sonic manner the horst rig iifaatc of
tent:ice° and became very toad of it.
Every time the department malte•
run now the last act after the horse
is driven hack ono the *table is to
favor hint with a chew of tobacco.
1011.11110EARS
Consulted Physicians to.No Avail—
Uses Cuticura Soap, Ointment
and Pills and Is Scon Perfectly





"I take great pleasure iii.infonning
you that I woe a sufferer of eczema in a
tory bud form for the past three years.
I consulted and tzed with a number
of physiciansin Chicago, but to no avail.
I commenced using the Cutietue Benin. $
dies, consisting of Cutkunt Soup, Oint-
ment and Pills, three nwntlia ago, and
today I am perfectly well, the disease
having left tne entirely. I (*Lusa re-
commend the Cuticura Remedies too
hly to any ono suffering with the
chasm that I have had. Mts. Florence
E. Atwood, 18 Ctilly Pleakadoego, DI,
October 2, I906. Witness:L. S. Berger.'
......•—••••••••=•••••••••
FOR WOMAN'S EYE
noctsof lutorest to EtvoryWoolan
le Found in Cutkors Pamphlet-
Compiete load and cosilitidgenall
treatment far iliatraging,
dionothihtoobritot Was




The wire, sweet,. gentle, yet ellethor
properties of tbe Gallows* ON*, OW'




liana &Swell se seestedffeacietamsditiad
*gas nalogiet to beat* atogaglit
gad lionety pais, weak normals, mow
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FOR RENT- -New br:ck geese
ay* t Jefferson-6 desirable roeinwassil
vete desirable place, by moults or




FOR RFNT-Elegant flats. Sew
mob snd Broadway. Apply to 11.
Scent
Hardly is lie hark in the It.srr- until FOR IIIINT—Cestage, Rd ptrhis eye.* Lake dia an 21"1"*Ii9g light irsoth three blocks from P tr apply
and he hewn, to nose abour die 44T soots 9exth Sired_ -
pockete of those Whti g.. near him.
A chew of plug satisfies him The
animal is unusaalls
St Louis' Leading, Hotel.
‘Vheri in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel; you'll meet youa friends
there_
Magnolia Clob will' give a grans!'
ball Friday night at the W. 0. W
hall on North Fourth etreet.
For up-to-date cleaning and Ines,.
ing garments go to Setientron the Tail-
or, 113 South- Thitel St. Two 'phones
Marapart Accameatant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by tbe day, week or the
Job. Terms rea.sonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., t 18 Fra
ternity
MONEY
a loan to Senator
off to profit and
a stir as Mr
it had been paid.;
lie stated that Mn, Bailey contraeltoll
with :he Illinois Central railroad alio
the Southern railway to take charge
of the Tennessee Central railroall and
operate ft. Ile stated that at the
time the telegram was sent from Wis-
consin signed by Pierce and addresarel
to Vice President Finley- to the
Water-Pierce. Oil company; Mr
Pierce was in Wisconsin.
It will be recalled that thaa tele-
gram contained the words "Bailey
will quiet all Texas parties
Disgusted With Pierce.
Mr. Gruct said that Mr. Pierre
would never keep his word with him To Wed Aineeican Girl..
and that he got disgusted with him;
that se wrote to Mr. Bailey and told; WANTED FOR U. St ARMY-a
Paris. Jim. aa—A omaatiosi" has
beau
tined unmarried ince betweesa
Si and 33; atizena of Uniteê
of good cOurgetest and tern-'
'*tits. echo can speak. Yea&
FOR RENT—The house No. tig
Seetth Seemed. Amply to tibrodertnaa
Instilling Co next. doer.
cientes of th Able-boc• l'aris beam monde by ,
Ihic engagemsat just announced of tits ages of
beautifel M..ywuerite Kele to• Count States,
Ile math cl ta Fose pennilea. Pcl'te
and wr at English. Fur in for rna• ot •r son The yaang woman
apply to Recruiting °Meer. New-t/lc-moo desirable catch in
Rschmcocb Horse, Paducah. Ky.rands of filled tmerican,
'Mrs. TI inowtyke ityle, the step., good royalist family abundantly Neon
mother of Xis, Ftyle, approves of ed witth pride, hat semartIly AullgiictS
match. Ctiemt dc le Fosse is of a with riche*. •




We have every thing needed by the alebetaes for the second
agree On a number el items we cam save you money.
Come slimly. you might sot get what you need if you weir
to loon,
Book ,IN 'Es  libD. E. Wuso. Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store
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